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PREFACE

It is the purpose of this thesis to examine both qualita-

tively and quantitatively various aspects of congestion in the water-

borne traffic using the Lake Washington Chip Canal end the Hiram M.
A.

Chittenden Locks. The principal questions to be investigated herein

are: Do congested conditions actually exist in the ship canal; what

is the extent of this congestion; what is it's cost to the public;

how vlll it affect the development of water-borne traffic patterns in

the Seattle area; are measures available for the relief of this con-

gestion; and are they economically feasible.

Pursuant to answering these questions the historical back-

ground and the sources of congestion in the Lake Washington Ship

Canal will be investigated end discussed. In order to detect the

influence of time upon water-borne traffic patterns, the rate of

change of the pleasure boat population in Seattle and the annual fluc-

tuation of boat arrivals at the Hiram M. Chittenden Locks will be

examined and projections of these functions nade for the next several

years

.

If congestion is discovered, possible means of alleviation

will be proposed. Theory and methodology for the quantification of

the effects of this congestion will be developed, necessary data will

be collected and processed in such manner as is required to <

L ,ive a

quantitative indication of the cost to the public of congestion in

the ship canal due to pleasure craft traffic.
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Calculations will be riade of the justifiable costs of those

measures proposed for the reduction of congestion and these calcula-

tions used as a basis for estimating the economic feasibility of

installing the proposed improvements. Based on these data qualitative

predictions of probable trends in the development of recreational

veter-borne traffic patterns in the Seattle area will be made and

discussed.

The thesis will be concluded with a discussion of possible

inaccuracy in the procedure employed and data used and the proposal

of an extended methodology for a more detailed study of this problem

by some interested agency.

The reader must be mindful of the fact that the imponderables

of econoLiic theory permit no precise, definitive numerical calculation

of gains and losses to be made. Even the most rigorous investigation

of economic questions requires numerous subjective judgements and

assumptions to be made, all of which are the subject of continuing

academic debate.

Any results of this investigation therefore, will partake

more of the nature of an engineering estimate than of anything else.

At the same time it should be remembered that those estimates are

based not only upon the experience and opinions of the author but also

upon those of the professional engineers who so kindly advised and

guided the author throughout the time when this report was in the

making. As such they are rather more than likely to be well within

the limits of accuracy and credibility of more laborous although no

more theoretically definable procedures.





CHAPTER I

THE HISTORY OF A TRAFFIC PROBLEM

The City

If for nothing else, Seattle would be distinguished for its

geometry. Situated on a narrow strip of land between Puget Sound and

a great fresh water lake, all patterns of transportation have of

necessity developed in conformance to this constrained configuration.

Motor traffic must either run north and south, bounded by sea and lake

and by lake and mountain, or else turn at right angles and seek to cross

the lake on narrow ribbons of concrete stretched over pontoons . Water-

borne traffic too must conform to this pattern, plying either north or

south within Lake Washington or Puget Sound, or else turning to seek

the sole connecting link between the two bodies of water; a search made

all the more attractive by their proximity to one another. So notable

is this proximity that shortly after the Civil War, the United States

Navy considered locating a naval station in Lake Washington although

there was no connection between it and Puget Sound in existence at that

time.

The Government Locks

At the turn of the century, Wilbur and Orville Wright were

still experimenting with kites and only a few eccentrics and visionaries

could conceive of a carriage being moved without the assistance of horses





Seattle meanwhile was a rapidly expanding seaport, focus of the north-

west timber industry and nourished on trade with the rich Alas]:a Territory

and with the industrious Japanese who were busily building the fleet

they would soon use to shatter the power of the Czars . With Seattle the

most rapidly developing center of seaborne traffic in the United States,

and in this the golden age of canal building, there is little wonder

that the obvious task of connecting Lake Washington with Puget Sound

should be undertaken.

In 1910 the Congress of the United States authorized the con-

struction of a masonry locks in the narrows between Shilshole Bay and

Salmon Bay, with the understanding that local governmental agencies

should furnish funds for the excavation cf the waterway connecting the

bodies of water. Construction was begun the next year, the project

being completed and opened to traffic in 19l6. Lake Washington was

linked with the sea. The burgeoning new waterway was opened to the

timber industry and a haven created for fishermen.

In 195'o the name of the government locks was officially changed

to the "Hiram I-'. Chittenden Locks," in honor of the man primarily respon-

sible for their design. Figure 1 is a map of the Lake Washington Ship

Canal system showing the locks, the canalized portion and intermediate

waterways

.
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The Pleasure Boating Industry

Who in 1900 could have dreamt of the unparalleled prosperity

ve in the United States enjoy today? Today, with greater incomes and

more leisure than ever before at their disposal, Americans in record

numbers are turning to sports and diversions of all kinds, and of these

yachting and pleasure boating leads the vay. The 1960's have become the

golden age of the boating industry. Every year has set a new record in

sales of cabin cruisers, sailboats, outboard motors and outboard hulls

and associated nautical equipment and goods. Yacht clubs, moorings and

marinas are springing up like mushrooms. People of all income brackets

are now buying boats and enjoying the thrill of sailing or motoring

across open water.

Sharing equal responsibility with increased income and leisure

time are technical developments within the boating industry. Some of

the factors that have influenced the rapid development of the boating

industry are: the proliferation of one-design sailing classes, outboard

motors and hulls ; the development of water-tight and warp-free marine

plywood; and most of all the invention of the fiberglass hull. The

availability of these virtually maintenance-free hulls has converted

a considerable segment of our population from Sunday drivers to Sunday

sailors.





It is estimated that more than thirty-eight and a quarter

million Americans participated in recreational boating and water

sports during 19&3, spending two and one-half billion dollars for new

and used boats, motors, accessories, safety equipment, fuel, insurance,

moorage, maintenance, launching, storage, repairs and club memberships

(l). The figures in Table 1 are adopted from publications of the

National Association of Engine and Boat Manufacturers and the Outboard

Boating Club of America (l). These data, when plotted in Figure 2,

illustrate the general growth trend of recreational boating on a

national scale.

For our purposes the most important portions of this curve are

the projections labeled respectively "A" and "B" . Projection A repre-

sents the level of growth that would have been achieved had not the busi-

ness recession of 1959 and i960 intervened. It may be seen that had

growth continued at its pre-1959 rate, the national boat population would

already have passed the nine million mark and could be expected to surpass

eleven and one-half million by 1970. The effect of the business recession

at the beginning of this decade was to reduce the total boat population

by 800,000 vessels. Although the industry is obviously recovering, the

i960 peak has not yet been matched nor is the rate of expansion as great

as in years prior to i960.

Projection B consists of two dashed lines. These lines enclose

an envelope containing the probable rate of increase of the boat popula-

tion through 1970.





TABLE 1

ESTIMATED RECREATIONAL BOATS III USE IN THE UNITED STATES

YEAR NUMBER

190'+ 15000

1913 1+00000

1930 1500000

I9J+7 2W-0000

1950 3510000

1951 3710000

1952 1+333000

1956 6686000

1957 6951+000

1958 7330000

1959 7300000

i960 8025000

1961 7175000

1962 7^8000

1963 7678000





M/LL/OHS Of tf£C#£AT/OA//)L BOATS /A/ (SS£
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It may be seen that the i960 peak will be re-achieved sometime in I965

and that by 1970 the national boat population vd.ll have reached a level

of between 8.8 and 9.^ million craft.

Boating in Washington State

In its geographic position as a coastal state, Washington may

be expected to have its share of the national boat population. Although

the National Association of Engine and Boat Manufacturers and the Outboard

Boating Club of America do not make estimates for individual states (l),

excellent data is nevertheless available for the state of Washington.

The two principal sources of such data are records of the United States

Coast Guard (2,3), and the records of the Bureau of the Customs (4).

These data are summarized in Table 2.

Coast Guard figures include all those motor boats in the state

of Washington which are obliged to carry numbers under the Act of June J,

1918, as amended (46 USC 288). This act requires the numbering of every

undocumented vessel propelled by machinery (in whole or in part) owned in

the United States and found on the navigable waters thereof, except public

vessels and vessels not exceeding lo feet in length propelled by outboard

motors (3). The Washington state version of this law does not exempt

motors of under 10 horsepower. The figures from the Bureau of Customs

include those yachts which do not fall within the provisions of the

Motorboat Act by virtue of possessing United States documents. The

totals of these data are plotted in figure 3.





TABLE 2

REGISTERED AND DOCUMENTED PLEASURE CRAFT IN THE STATE OF

WASHINGTON

YEAR
U.S. COAST GUARD
REGISTERED MOTOR30ATS

(2, 3)

15917

BUREAU OF CUSTOMS
DOCUMENTED XACHTS

t72*

TOTAL

1951 16589

1952 731 660 17391

1953 17595 690 18285

195^ 1775^ 69s* 18^53

1955 193^1 708 200^9

1956 20876 713 21589

1957 22815 720 23535

1958 25153 719 25372

1959 29^59 729 30188

i960 ]+9757 805 50562

61845 35c 62701

1962 71061 901 71962

*.")8ta not locally available, estimated by the author
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Note that the effects of the business recession of 1959-60 are

not in evidence in this plot as they were in Figure 2. Figure 2 of course,

was based upon estimated data, the implication of the difference between

the two plots being that those estimates attached excessive importance to

sales figures and to the general business situation of that period. In

Figure 3, the rectilinear projection A and the curvilinear projection B

enclose an envelope which should contain the probable growth trend of

recreational boating in this state through 1970. These projections

indicate that there will be between 116,000 and 156,000 registered and

documented pleasure craft in Washington by 1970. Considering only the

more conservative figure of these two (116,000), this would represent

a growth of over 60$ by 1970, only six short years away. If the arrival

of vessels at the Hiram M. Chittenden Locks were to increase 60$ in the

next six years the results would be very nearly catastrophic. Fortunately

however, as we shall see presently, boat arrivals at the locks are not

increasing at nearly so rapid a rate as is the general boat population

of the nation, this state, or even the city of Seattle.

Boating in Seattle

We are interested in the past, present and future growth patterns

of recreational boating in the Seattle area, since as will be demonstrated

later, fluctuations in traffic through the Hiram M. Chittenden Locks are

principally dependent upon pleasure craft rather than upon commercial

traffic.
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The establishment and forecasting of these trends is however, not

so quickly or easily done for Seattle as it was for the entire nation

or for the state of Washington.

Attention has already been drawn to Seattle's singular geometry.

The Seattle metropolitan area in our time includes vithin its boundaries

very nearly the entirety of Lake Washington. Few other urban centers

possess the wealth of shoreline and vrater surface that are available

in Seattle. As a result, Seattle has an e;:traordinary concentration of

pleasure craft in proportion to its population. For instance, in 1950

it was discovered that the nuriber of pleasure craft in Seattle in pro-

portion to its population was more than si;: tines the national average

surpassed in this respect only by Juneau, Alaska and Ogdensburg, New York

(5). These figures however, were based on a registration law that was

not Coast Guard approved and which tended to require registration of a

greater proportion of the total number of recreational craft in the state

of Washington than in other states. For the same general time period

Seattle was the ninth leading city in the United States in the total sales

of outboard motors (l). Since this is based on total sales rather than

per capita sales the suggestion still remains that Seattle possesses a

considerably greater density of pleasure craft per capita than very

nearly any other metropolitan area in the nation.

Data on yacht documentations is available from the Bureau o:

Customs broken down by cities (4); motorboat registrations by the Coast

Guard however are not.
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Therefore in order to estimate the number of pleasure craft in the

Seattle metropolitan area, some form of correction must he applied to

statewide figures of motorboat registrations. The author chose to make

this correction on the basis of the population of the state of Washington

as compared to that of Seattle and its environs. Table 3 shove the data

and calculations involved.

Data published in the Statistical Abstract of the United States

(6), on the population of the state of Washington and that of Seattle

and vicinity for the years 1950 and i960 were used to obtain the relative

ratio between city and state in these two years. A straight-line inter-

polation and extrapolation was made of this ratio between the two census

years. The calculated ratios for each year vere then multiplied by the

number of registered motorboats in the state that year to obtain the

estimated number of motorboats over 10 HP in Seattle and vicinity.

Since these figures do not include powered craft under 10 HP,

a correction factor of 1.2 was used to estimate the total number of

powered craft in Seattle and vicinity excluding documented yachts.

This correction factor of 1.2 was developed on the basis of sales

figures for outboard motors under 10 HP (l), and from subjective esti-

mates of the percentage of un-numbered motorboats passing through Hiram

M. Chittenden Locks made by the author and by personnel at the locks.

To the figures thus corrected were added the number of documented yachts

based in Seattle, and the totals plotted in Figure 3.
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In this figure, projections C end D contain the envelope of

boat population growth in Seattle and vicinity through 1970. It must

he noted that the curves for Washington state and for Seattle are not

exactly comparable since the one is based only on registered plus docu-

mented craft while the other is based on adjusted registered craft plus

documented craft. Nevertheless it is obvious that the curves are quite

similar which is some justification for the mathematical approach used.

The projections of future growth indicate that in the year 1970

there inlll be between 61,000 end 78,000 powered pleasure craft in greater

Seattle.

Composition of the Boat Population

At this point, a word should be said concerning the composition

of Seattle's boat population. A knowledge of the precise composition

(length, propulsion, etc.) of this boat population would be desirable

later in this paper. For this, the author employed the I963 yearbook

of the Seattle Yacht Club (8). This publication lists all vessels be-

longing to members of that organization, and includes various data such as

length, radio call letters, type, racing class, etc. This listing has the

virtue of including both vessels moored in the water and vessels stored

on trailers.

Table k contains information on the composition of Seattle's

boat population based on these data.
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Four "basic categories of pleasure craft were considered: outboard

motorboats, inboard motorboats and cruisers, small sailing craft

(arbitrarily defined as sailing craft 22 feet or less in length), and

large sailing craft. The total number of pleasure craft listed was 952.

The breakdown of these craft into the four categories considered, the

percentage of the total number of vessels in each category by number,

the average length of vessels in that category and the percentage of the

total number of vessels in that category by length are summarized in

Table k. In addition the number and percentage of vessels carrying

marine radios are shown.

The author feels that this represents the best compositional

information available short of a very ambitious statistical survey

program. It must be realized that because of the income bracket to

which most members of the Seattle Yacht Club belong, this compositional

information is almost undoubtedly biased in favor of a larger, longer

and more expensive vessel. Since all other calculations and results

developed in this report will probably be on the conservative side of

the true figures, a combination of those calculations with these composi-

tional figures may well be mutually compensatory.

Factors Affecting Traffic in the Ship Canal System

The availability and advantages of the great expanse of fresh-

water moorage space in the greater Seattle area has tended to concentrate

by far the greater portion of the vicinity's boat population into inland

aroas.
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Simultaneously, the proximity of these moorage areas to Puget Sound causes

many boat-owners to peek less restricted waters for their pursuits while

maintaining their moorage in fresh-water. In addition, a certain propor-

tion of those yachtsmen who moor their craft in salt-water moorages

occasionally find reason to navigate the ship canal system to Lake Washington,

The intensity of this traffic is influenced by a number of factors. The most

readily understandable of these are cost of moorage, cost of maintenance and

convenience in and to the various mooring areas.

The primary factor favoring salt-water moorage is one of convenience.

The yachtsman who prefers to sail Puget Sound and its approaches and in

Pacific Coastal waters rather than the inland areas of Lake Washington

and Lake Union may well prefer a mooring site directly situated on Puget

Sound. In addition, yachtsmen who live near a salt-water facility may

prefer that facility due to proximity alone. Another factor which is

reputed to have enhanced the desirability of salt-water moorage is the

increasing congestion of Lake Washington with cross-state highway bridges

which are making suitable yacht racing areas increasingly scarce on the

lake. There is a current trend towards the shifting of yacht-racing

activities from the interior out to the Sound. With existing facilities

there becoming the center of these activities, competitively minded

yachtsmen may prefer the additional convenience of mooring near the hub,

or future hub, of sail racing activities.

The very congestion under study in this thesis may eventually

be the most powerful factor influencing yachtsmen to move their moorage

to salt-water.
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In spite of this congestion however, owners of marinas in fresh-vater

may be seen to be expanding their facilities at a rapid rate to satisfy

the deraand for additional service in these areas. The already heavy con-

centrations of traffic in fresh-water tends to induce concentrations

which are heavier yet.

The two principal disadvantages of salt-water moorage are in-

creased exposure to the elements and exposure to damage by corrosive

action and the action of marine organisms, both fouling and boring. Not

only does moorage adjacent to Puget Sound expose a craft to the greater

severity of weather to be experienced in less protected areas, but by far

the majority of on-sound moorages are uncovered, posing a serious problem

to the boat owner whose craft is not completely weather-tight. This

objection is only applicable to power cruisers since sailing craft find

covered moorage impracticable due to mast height, and very small craft

it too expensive.

Puget Sound has its share of boring organisms. The6e are a par-

ticularly serious problem to the owners of wooden-hulled craft. Even so,

vessels of this type may be even now observed in salt-water moorage facili-

ties. Since the majority of modern pleasure craft are being built of metal

or of fiberglass and other plastic laminates which are not attacked by

boring organisms, the generality of this disadvantage will decrease as

older, wooden hulled vessels are retired from service.

The problems of electrolytic corrosion and fouling organ: or^ in

salt-water are of course applicable to every type of vessel.
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Even the most modern methods cannot entirely obviate electrolytic corro-

sion of metal hulls, propellers and hull and super-structure fittings.

Fouling organisms also seem to have no particular aversion to any sort

of hull unless thoroughly treated with an anti -fouling paint.

Considering both protection from the elements and reduction of

maintenance, most yachtsmen find fresh-water moorage highly desirable.

Since most boring and fouling or -unisms cannot live in fresh water, these

problems are almost entirely eliminated. Hulls must be beached only at

great intervals in order to remove fouling plants growths. The annual

beaching required of salt-water moored vessels is not encountered by

the fresh-water yachtsman. The high rate of availability of covered

moorage in Lake Union, Portage Bay and Salmon Bay makes moorage in fresh-

water areas highly attractive to those yachtsmen who desire the added

protection conferred by covered moorage and whose craft can be accomo-

dated in this manner. I-Sany yachtsmen consider covered moorage an absolute

necessity in view of general weather conditions in the Seattle area. The

more protected inland location is desirable even for weather-tight craft

and for those who cannot, or choose not to rake use of covered moorage.

Obviously, the salt-water corrosion problem is completely non-existent.

The convenience and cost are two other factors that may affect the

yachtsmen's choice of one type of moorage in opposition to another, and thus

will influence traffic patterns. At present there is no significant

difference in basic cost between salt-water and fresh-water moorage in

Seattle.
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Salt-water moorage is on the average cheaper but this is due to the fact

that virtually all salt-water moorage nov in existence is uncovered; it

le no cheaper than ia uncovered moorage in inland areas.

Those yachtsmen who reside near the lakes may prefer to moor

on the lakes and their connecting watcr,
..
rayG. This "would be particularly

true of those yachtsmen living in the municipalities bordering the eastern

shores of Lake Washington. Yachtsmen living in areas having convenient

access to salt-water Tray prefer moorage there and of course, the increase

in crocs -lake bridge facilities may result in an increased use of salt-

water moorage by yachtsmen from more easterly areas.

Access to salt-water is obviously no problem to those who are

already moored there, but for those yachtsmen who choose fresh-water

moorage, the problem of access through the Hiram M. Chittenden Locks is

undoubtedly the most significant convenience factor involved. Long waits

at the locks may represent a large loss in utility to yachtsmen who annually

invest many thousands of dollars in owning and maintaining their craft, with

the return of only a few hours of use per week. Certainly if this lost

utility (due to congestion at the locks) surpasses the additional maintenance

costs that might be expected in salt-water, one might expect a fresh-water

yachtsman to shift his moorage outside of the congested inland area.

One of the principal factors affecting traffic pattern develop-

ment in Seattle's recreational waterways is the number and location of

facilities catering to pleasure craft that exist therein. Existing pleasure

boat moorages are sited in Lake Washington, Portage Bay, Lake Union, Sal-

Bay, Shilshole Bay Elliot Bay and the Duwamish River waterways.





The author estimates that there are about C000 berths presently available

in fresh-vrater and 2500 in salt-water.

For those craft which are launched, and retrieved each use being

stored on land on a boat trailer in the interval between usages, the

location and convenience of boat launching ranrps is a i.ajor contributing

factor. The trend here parallels that of other pleasure boating facilities

in the area, the majority of available boat launching ranrps being locate^

adjacent to fresh-vater. No available statistics indicate effectively the

variation between vater and land based pleasure craft traffic patterni .

Until evidence to the contrary is available, it is reasonable to assume

that traffic patterns generated by shore based pleasure craft parallel

those that exist for the boat population in general.





CHAPTER II

Layout and General Description

The general layout of Hiram M. Chittenden Locks is illustrated

in Figure k. The lock complex consists of three basic components; the

large lock, the small lock and the dam that maintains the water level in

the inland lake complex. Figure 5 shows a section through the dam and

various pertinent data are listed in Table 5.

Before the construction of the locks and dam there not only was

no connection between Lake Union and Puget Sound, but also there was no

connection between Lake Washington and Lake Union. The water level in

Lake Washington was naturally regulated between elevations of 29 and 33 f

-

above mean tidal level in Puget Sound, its outlet being at the southern

end of the lake via the Black and Duwamish rivers. Lake Union was refla-

ted artificially at more or less its present level by a spillway at the

western end of the lake. Salmon and Shilshole bays were tidal waters.

During the construction of the present ship canal complex, a

channel was dredged through Shilshole Bay to make it navigable at all

times. Lake Washington and Salmon Bay were lowered and raised respective-

ly to match their levels to that of Lake Union. The connecting passa

between Salmon Bay and Lake Union, and Lake Union and Lake Washington

were dredged to navigable depth and the locks and dam installed in their

present location.
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TABLE 5

HIRAM M. CHITTENDEN LOCKS - DATA AND DIMENSIONS

MAIN LOCK

Available length

Available length, east chamber

Available length, west chamber

Depth on upper mitre sill at low water

Depth on lower mitre sill at mean lower
low water of Puget Sound

Width

Height of wall above floor of lock

SMALL LOCK

Available length for square ends

Depth on upper mitre sill at low water

Depth on lower nitre sill at mean lower
low water of Puget Sound

Width

Height of wall above floor of lock

WATER LEVELS

760 ft

ft

327 ft

36 ft

29 ft

8o ft

55 ft

23 ft

1 ft

1 ft

28 ft

k2 ft

Upper Pool

Maximum level +22.0 ft

Minimum level !0.0 ft

Range 2.0 ft

Lower Pool

Maximum high tide above datum 15 ft.

Minimum low tide below datura -h ft.

Extr tidal ran 19 ft.
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The entire inland waterway complex is now regulated by this one dam at a

level of from 20.0 to 22.0 feet above tidal datum.

The variation in size between the large and small locks is an

indication of the relative importance attached to commercial aE compared

to pleasure boat traffic at the time the locks were constructed, the large

lock being over six times as long and very nearly three times as wide as

it smaller counterpart. It is noteworthy that the lar~er lock is divided

in two by a set of central gates, thus simultaneously providing a large

capacity and an intermediate capacity lock.

The distance through this system from deep water in Puget Sound

to deep water in Lake Washington is about eight miles. Since tides in

Shilshole Bay have a range of about 19 feet, varying from h feet below

datum to about 15 feet above, vessels passing through the locks are lifted

or lowered between t and 2( feet depending on the state of the tide and

the water level of the lakes.

The United States Army O rps of Engineers claims that an average

transit through the large lock requires about 25 minutes and through the

snail lock about 10 minutes. Large ships, they say, seldom require more

than 30 minutes. Tows occasionally take an hour but usually pass through

in about 30 minuter. They estimate that about 30 pleasure craft can be

accomodated alon.^ the walls of the large lock but if they are moored

several abreast, about 60 can be taken at a single lockage ('/).
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Description of Lock Operations

The demand for passage through the locks reaches its peaks only

during the daylight hours of weekend days and holidays in the summer

months. Throughout most hours of most other days, traffic demand are

light.

Under these circumstances of light traffic flow, vessels arriving

for passage through the locks are routed to the lock appropriate to the

size of the vessel. If any of the dimensions of a vessel exceed the maxi-

mum of TO feet of length, 2k feet of width, 10 feet of draft and k2 feet

of height above the waterline, the vessel is routed through the large

lock. All smaller craft are routed through the small lock. The number

of pleasure craft that exceed these maximum dimensions is quite sr.iall,

being limited to very large motor and sailing yachts. To say that by

far the majority of all pleasure craft are of a size permitting passage

through the small lock would be understating the case. Virtually all

pleasure craft may use this smaller facility if no other consideration

enters the picture.

Under some circumstances, small craft may be routed through the

large lock even in times of low traffic flow. Whenever the larre lock

must be cycled in order to accomodate some vessel exceeding the previously

stated dimensions, as many smaller craft as are in the vicinity are

admitted to the large chamber and locked through simultaneously.
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To summarize this pattern of off-peak operations we nay say-

that vessels exceeding certain stated minimum dimensions are routed

through the large lock while all smaller vessels are routed through

the small lock with the exception that whenever the gates of the larr.e

lock are opened for a large vessel, any small croft standing by are

admitted to the large lock and cycled through in company with the large

craft.

]'i h Density Traffic Patterns

During those hours of those days on which pleasure boatmen

are most avidly pursuing their nautical interests, large numbers of

small crai't present themselves at the locks for passage to one side or

the other. As the rate of arrival of such vessels increases, eventually

exceeding the maximum practical traffic handling capacity of the small

lock, a line (or queue) of vessels awaiting lockage builds up along the

s all lock waiting pier and in the holding areas above or below the locks.

During these peak times the large lock must be pressed into ser-

vice in order to handle the great numbers of craft demanding passage.

As a matter of practical interest, on days favorable to yachting, the

capacity of the small lock is exceeded at about 10 a.m. From this time

on the small lock is cycled as rapidly as possible, transferring a full

chamber load each cycle, while excess traffic is routed through the larger

lock.
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In times of relatively high density of traffic at the locks,

several characteristic conditions develop. The tine required for a

single lockage (hereafter referred to as a transit) through either lock

increases considerably over that required during off-peak hours. In

the small lock, the time necessary for a transit may increase from the

minimum of 5 or 10 minutes to as much as 25 or 30 minutes.

This same lengthening of the transit time occurs in the large

lock to an even greater, and for the purposes of this thesis, much r-ore

significant extent. In this lock, the time required for a passage

increases from the off-peak minimum of 10 or 20 minutes to an hour or

even longer.

Queueing Patterns

Once the transitional phase separating the characteristic opera-

tional patterns of low from high traffic density has been passed, queue:

vessels will have filled the waiting piers for both large and small lock,

the remainder forming a large pool of craft maneuvering and lying-to in

the holding areas above or belov the locks. Boats in these queues are the

boats that are waiting to be admitted to one of the locks when the gates

are opened again. As soon as one of the locks is full, the gates are

closed and the operation of lifting or lowering is performed . All craft

arriving at that lock after the gates are closed must wait through a cycle

of lift and lower before the gates can be re-opened and they can be

admitted.
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It is when the queue waiting for entrance to the snail lock becomes

longer than the capacity of the lock for the next transit, thet the gates

of the large lock are opened and it also is pressed into service.

In general these queues or waiting lines are not allowed to devel-

op to an extent where there are more vessels waiting for use of the lock

than can be handled during the next transit in both locks. On some very

high traffic days this does in Tact happen, usually in the evening ai

to that traffic returning into Lake Washington after the week-end's

yachting. From the standpoint of this thesis, the point of salient

interest is that many pleasure craft which would otherwise be able to

pass through the small lock must instead use the larger facility, ex-

periencing the much longer transit time associated with it, and may in

fact have to wait one or more full cycles of that lock for passage.

It is worthy of note that although queueing is the moot obvious

characteristic of the congestion problem at the government locks, the

mathematics of "queueing theory" are not usuable in determin le

parameters of the congestion since records kept at the locks indicate

only the number of vessels passing through and contain no indication

either of arrival rates or of queue dimensions.

One Way Traffic

One point that has not been covered yet but which is essential

to understanding of the traffic patterns occurring during con,-.este' ; tines

is the one-way character of arrivals at the locks.
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Most yachtsmen want to leave their fresh-water moorings and transit the

locks to salt-vater sometime during the morning or early afternoon. These

same boatmen usually want to return inland of the locks sometime in the

late afternoon or early evening. These desire trends give rise to traffic

patterns which are characterized by extreme directionality. Traffic flow

is principally seaward in the morning and early afternoon and principally

lakeward in the late afternoon and evening, the traffic flow in directions

opposite to this trend being very nearly insignificant in amount.

Prediction of Ixock Arrivals

It was demonstrated in the previous chapter that the popularity of

boating and the number of pleasure boats in existence is increasing rapidly

in the nation, the state and in Seattle itself. At present, the r-ajority

Of all pleasure craft in Seattle and vicinity are concentrated into the

fresh-water moorages inland of the Hiram M. Chittenden Locks. The desire

of many yachtsmen to pass frequently through the locks and into P.iget

Sound and then to return to fresh-water moorage has created a condition

of severe traffic congestion in the ship canal syste- in general and specif-

ically at the locks themselves. It is certainly reasonable to assume

that Seattle will follow the general trend of increase in the popularity

of boating; and as the boat population increases (and as was shown in

;re 3 we may expect the boat population of Seattle to very nearly

double within the next six years) the demands on the locks for passage

to and from Puget Sound and inland waters will become greater o i ater.
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In Table < are summarized data adopted froir. records kept by the

United States Army Corps of Engineers at the Hirarr. M. Chittenden Locks.

The nw ber of pleasure craft and other vessels using the locks annually

and the total of these two are tabulated for the years 1°53 through 19 3-

Figure t is a graphical representation of this data showing the annual

variation of pleasure traffic, traffic attributable to types of vesselr

other than pleasure craft, ami the total traffic through the locks.

These curves indicate a number of notable features characteristic

of the traffic through the locks. Notice first of all that the volume

of pleasure craft traffic haa, since 1°53., grown to where it is consider-

ably greater than the volume of all other traffic combined. Notice too,

the similarity in shape between the pleasure craft curve and the curve

for all vessels through the locks. The impli cations here are first that

pleasure traffic is far and away the most important type of traffic pass-

through the locks as far as numbers of craft involved and secondly that

the total traffic handled in a year varies as the pleasure traffic for that

year varies. Minor details noticeable are the peak in commercial traffic

and accompanying peak in total traffic caused by the opening of the Shilshole

Bay Marina in combination with the business recession of lo 5Q-'0.

The dashed lines in Figure I are projections indicating the future

traffic volumes that may be expected through the locks. In n-aking these

projections the 19(2 World's Fair peaks were ignored. These projections

indicate that by 1970 commercial traffic will have again reached a volume

of more than 30,00" vessels per year, falling about 2,000 vessels short

of matching the 19< 2 peak.
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TABLE (

SUMMARY OF VESSELS PASSING

THROUGH HIRAM M. CHITTENDEN LOCKS

PLEASURE*
CRAFT

1953 27,721

195** 31,766

1^55 3**/4o

1956 4l,551

1957 52,221

1958 53,883

1959 47,

i 47,822

1 1 ^7,059

1962 48,270

) 49,4oi

OTHER
VESf TOTAL

30,0 57,787

28,009 59,775

30,291 •4.931

27,031 (8,582

25,115 77,336

25,513 79, 396

26,011 73,690

23,937 71,759

341 73.400

31/ 80,235

27,612 77,013

Includes pleasure craft of foreign origin,
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Pleasure traffic should increase steadily, surpassing the 195" peak by 19 f 7

and reaching a level of over 57,000 vessels per year by 197'). 3arring na^or

fluctuations in the national economy then, total traffic volume through the

locks vn.ll have reached an all time high by 19^5 and will amount to more

than 88,000 vessels per year by 1970. This vill be an increase of 8,000

vessels per year over the 19^2 record of 80,000. This means that we may

expect an increase of 10$ in traffic through the locks vithin the next six

years. This is considerably less than the 60$ increase in the overall boat

population that may be expected vithin the same period. Nevertheless, con-

sidering the state of congestion that exists under present traffic loads,

an increase of even 10$ may well prove intolerable.





CHAPTER III

POSSIBLE MEANS OF REDUCING CONGESTION

Possible means of reducing congestion in the Lake Washington

Ship Canal and Hiram M. Chittenden Locks fall into tvo general cate-

gories; those measure which would reduce congestion by increasing the

actual physical capacity of the locks and those measure which would

attempt to reduce congestion by inducing decreased peak traffic volumes,

spreading this traffic out over a longer time period. Of all conceiva-

ble methods of reducing congestion in the locks and the ship canal

system, only a few can be subjected to any sort of analysis at all.

This thesis will confine itself to one or two of the most promising

of these. It is desirable however to mention and tabulate as many

methods and proposals for reducing congestion as possible simply to

provide a basic working list from which the most premising proposals

can be selected

.

Education and Information

It is possible that some reduction in congestion and in travel

time through the locks might be achieved by information and educational

programs designed to better acquaint yachtsmen with lock rules and pro-

cedures. Acquainting Seattle boatmen with the general trend of traffic

patterns at the locks would enable them to choose off-peak times for

transit. Such programs could be effected by publishing pamphlets of

lock rules and lockage data and procedures showing what hours are most

favorable to expedient passage through the locks, distributing them to
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yacht clubs and to vessels passing through the locks. Using these pub-

lications as an aid, personnel of the United States Army Corps of Engineers

Coast Guard could conduct instruction at various yacht clubs and

marinas in proper procedures and lock seamanship. In actuality, sheets

listing lock rules and procedures are passed out at the locks already

and the author doubts that even if some decrease in congestion could be

realized by such a program, such a reduction would be great enough to

compensate for traffic peaks of the magnitude we are likely to encounter

in 1970.

Administration

In order that proper records may be maintained of the number and

type of vessels and cargoes passing through the locks, each vessel must

fill out and submit a form containing various pertinent information. When

there are sixty small-craft involved in a single lockage through the lar^e

lock, the distribution, filling out and collection of these forms may be-

come time-consuming. As a matter of fact a considerable portion of the

increase in time required for a single transit through the locks is

attributable to administrative details involving lockage records. In

order to streamline administration as much as possible, the United States

Corps of Engineers personnel distribute quantities of lockage forms to

the owner of vessels passing through the locks so that they may have a

supply of these forms en board and can have them properly filled out

Lor to arriving at the locks. Even so, a large number of boat owners
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must be individually supplied with the proper fcrm and the form filled

out and collected before each transit can be completed. In addition to

this, the distribution, collection and tabulation of these forms is a

burden on the lock masters and their assistants and on lock personnel

in general

.

One improvement in this situation might be made by establishing

automatic lock-form dispensers at a considerable distance upptrear. and

downstream from the locks so that yachtsmen intending to pass through the

locks and not having a form on board might provide themselves with these

forms and fill them cut prior to arriving at the locks . It would then be

necessary to furnish forms at the locks only to those craft whose owners

resolutely ignore all other distribution points.

Lock form distribution locations at the locks themselves should

be installed along the lock wall as far upstream and downstream from the

locks as possible. Collection of filled cut lock forms should be made

from craft exiting the locks rather than prior to or during lockage.

Obviously, form collection would be made at the same locations as fcrm

distributions. Under this system, a craft approaching the locks, even

if not already provided with a fcrm, could pick a form up before enter

the locks, have at least a quarter of an hour to fill it out, and then hand

it in upon exiting from the lock.

The effect of such a system upon lock operation is somewhat unpre-

dictable. It might result in a great saving in travel time, or the sav 1
!

might be only insignificant. The only adequate way of determining this is

experimentally by actually putting such a system into operation, for say,

the small locks

.
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Another approach of the same sort would be the complete automation

of all lockage records . Automatic radar traffic counters of the type

presently used to control traffic lights could be installed to keep check

on the number of craft passing through the locks. In addition, those

craft which are frequent users of the locks could be provided with punched

or magnetically sensitized cards which, when inserted into reading devices

positioned at frequent intervals along the lock walls, would automatically

supply all information that must presently be listed by hand. Whether cr

not such an automated system would reduce transit time, thereby decreasing

congestion is a matter for debate. There is some doubt that it would take

any less time to insert a magnetic card into a reading device than it would

take simply to hand in a previously filled out form of the type new in use.

There are however, many advantages which would accrue through the use of such

a system, some of which will be discussed later. These advantages are out-

side the realm of congestion and travel-time consideration and are properly

the subject for consideration by experts in automation rather than being

subject matter for this investigation.

C ntinuous Traffic Flow Information Systems

One other approach to the reduction of traffic volumes in the ship

canal and at the locks would be to continuously inform yachtsmen of the

degree of congestion currently existing there. This coxild be done by

means of radio broadcasts on marine frequencies, by continuously informi

i

yacht clubs and marina by telephone or by use of indicating devices situated

at appropriate locations in the ship canal system.
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In Chapter 1, when the composition of the boat population in

Seattle was investigated, it was discovered as a by-product of this inves-

tigation that 37 •?'$ of the craft considered in this investigation carried

two-way marine radios and it was assumed that a certain additional percen-

tage would have receivers capable of receiving marine frequencies. These

craft would all be capable of receiving continuously or intermittently

broadcast information concerning traffic conditions at the locks. The recip-

ients of such inforration mipht then decide whether to continue on through

the locks immediately or to delay their transit until a more appropriate

time. The general effect would be to spread traffic over a greater period

of time.

There are several objections to this plan. Even if 50$ of all boats

using the ship canal carried radios, only some smaller percentage of these

would actually have them energized. This would mean that broadcasts en

marine frequencies would not reach by far the larger percentage of all

craft using the canal. Receivers might be installed at marinas and yacht

clubs to receive the appropriate frequency continuously but this would be

no more effective than informing these name facilities of traffic conditions

by means of telephone. It is also worthy of note that most marine frequen-

cies have a much more important use than as a carrier of traffic condition

information

.

Telephone information, while available to those yachtsmen based at

a marina or yacht club interested in participating in a telephone informa-

tion system, would not be available to craft that had already departed for

their moorage or launching site. Visual traffic indicators established in

Shilshole Bay, Salmon Bay, Lake Union, Portage Bay and Union Bay might prove

to be one of the more useful informative devices. These indicators could be
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electrically operated by remote control, ever telephone cables laid from

the locks tc the indicators. One form of such an indicator might be a

clock-faced dial indicating the estimated number of minutes it will take

to pass through the locks at trie current degree of congestion. A separate

hand could be used for the large and for the small leck and tc make the

display even more graphic, the dial could be color coded green for good

conditions, orange for intermediate and red for congested conditions. An

artist's conception of such an indicator is shewn in Figure 7-

This type of visual indication, while more expensive than any of

the schemes previously mentioned, would have the advantage that it would

c ntact all yachtsmen usinn; the ship canal system and not just those tuned

to a particular marine frequency or those who had just departed from a

yacht club or marina. The automatic lockage form dispensers mentioned

previously could be located in the vicinity of these indicators. If an

indicator system such as this were established, it would be a simple matter

tc extend the required transmission lines to interested marinas and clubs,

installing smaller indicators directly at these facilities. Unfortunately,

although such an indicator system is an intriguing possibility, the author

can think of no way to investigate its economic feasibility or to predict

its effect in reducing congestion at the locks.

Measures za. Increase Rate of Traffic Flow

In addition to the fact that none of the measures so far discussed

are susceptible to detailed analysis, they don't really solve the problem

"•'ay. They simply make the problem appear to be less severe.
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All these previously mentioned measures were intended simply to spread

traffic over a greater period of time, thus reducing the intensity of peak

traffic loads at the locks. This spreading of the peak must inevitably

be accomplished by causing yachtsmen to advance cr delay their departure

from their moorage or launching ramp or to delay at some intermediate

facility while awaiting a more favorable time. We have not however, elimi-

nated the disutility caused by congestion. The disutility experienced by a

yachtsman who delays or even cancels his transit of the locks may be even

greater than the disutility he would have experienced due to delays and

congestion at the locks themselves. The only positive method of obtaining

reductions in travel-time and positive relief of congestion at the locks

is to actually increase the rate at which vessels can pass the locks. The

author can visualize three basic approaches to accomplishing this intent;

by modifying the existing locks in such a fashion as to Increase the rate

at which they can handle traffic; by establishing a conveyor belt or a

marine railway which would enable pleasure craft to pass from lake level

to sea level without actually passing through the locks; or by building one

or more additional locks

.

Modifications to Existing Locks

There would seem to be relatively few conceivable modifications

possible to the existing locks. Such modifications might include lengthen-

ing either or both existing locks in order to increase their total capacity,

modification of the hydraulic mechanisms involved in the transfer cf water in-

to and out of the lock chambers , and modifications of a sort intended to
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facilitate seamanship and administrative procedures.

The first of these that we will consider will be modifications

to the existing hydraulic systems. Later in this report data will be

presented which will show that with their presently installed hydraulic

systems, the large locks are capable of a minimum lift time of about 10

minutes; while the small locks can be emptied cr filled in a minimum of

about 5 minutes . Even now there is some complaint among yachtsmen of

turbulence in the lock chambers . The present hydraulic system in the

locks is quite massive. For instance, the main water transfer culverts

of the large lock are Qh feet wide, and lU feet high. The laterals which

extend from these culverts into the lock chamber are h feet wide and 2

feet high.

In comparison to minimum transit times of 5 and 10 minutes for

the small and large locks respectively, the maximum transit times are as

much as 20 minutes in the small lock and 60 minutes in the large lock

.

This great increase in the time required to complete a trip is a combi-

nation of the time necessary for vessels to enter the locks, moor along

the lock walls, receive, fill out and return lockage forms, be lifted

or lowered, unmoor and evacuate the locks. In actuality all time ever

and above the minimum transit time is consumed in boat handling and

administrative matters .

It is the author's belief that even if the existing massive hydrau-

lic system at the locks could be modified in such a way as to reduce the

transit time, the paring of one or two minutes off that portion of the

transit time occupied in hydraulic operation would not significantly

influence the overall time required for a trip through the locks dur'
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peak traffic hours. For this reason, investigation of possible modifi-

cations to the existing hydraulic system is not considered worthwhile and

will be excluded from consideration herein.

Since the majority of the time spent in lifting and lowering

vessels during peak traffic hours is spent in boat handling and in admin-

istrative functions, any measure that would speed up these operations would

reduce the time required for a transit of the locks, thus increasing the

traffic handling capacity of the existing installation. Proposals pertain-

ing to administration have been discussed in preceding portions of this

chapter.

The only modification that might tend to speed up boathandlin
5

at the locks would be the installation in the large lock of floating

fenders of the type currently in use in the small lock. Such fenders,

rising and falling along with the water level in the lock chamber and

providing moorage attachments, reduce the amount of linehandling involved

in passing through the locks. Installing fenders of this sort in the

large lock would reduce the available width from 80 feet to about 7^ to

76 feet. Whether or not such a decrease in the available width of the

lock is justifiable in view of the disadvantages it would occasion to

commercial traffic, the author does not know. In fact the author has

no idea, whether installation of floating fenders in the larger lock

would affect boat handling procedures there enough to produce a signifi-

cant decrease in maximum transit times, nor can he conceive of any

rational attack on this particular problem of other than an experimental

nature. If the installation of floating fenders In the large lock should
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ever be considered It might be possible to gather data en the desirability

of this move by noting the increase in cycle length occasion vhen boats

passing through the small lock were forbidden to use these fenders. With

this data in hand, undoubtedly some sort of an approach could be made to

determine if such an installation in the large lock would be justified

.

The final type of modification of existing lockage facilities vhich

will be considered will be that of increasing the length either of the

present large lock or of the small lock or both. The author does not con-

sider any such increase in length either desirable or justifiable, or even

to be a valid line of attack on the problem. In fact, none of these alter-

natives will be included in the numerical analyses which constitutes the

latter portion of this report. Some justification however, must be made

for this exclusirn.

There are several factors which militate against the feasibility

of increasing traffic capacity by increasing the length of the present

locks. One of these is cost. It is very likely that it vould be just as

expensive to increase the length of the present locks as it would be to

provide an additional lock having the same capacity; whereas the increase

in length would not provide the flexibility of operation that would be

provided by an additional separate facility. Also to be considered is

that the minimum transit time would be increased. If either of the locks

were lengthened, c -her dimensions remaining the same as at present, the

increase in water required for a lift or lowering would be exactly propor-

tional to the increase in length. Earlier it was seen that the already
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small minimum transit times could probably not be reduced significantly

by increases in the water handling capacity of the hydraulic system. This

situation would not now hold true. While it is not certain that the in-

crease in minimum transit time would be exactly proportional to the increase

in length, these times would doubtlessly increase significantly. In addi-

tion, since the number of additional vessels that could pass through the

locks during a transit would be more or less proportional to the increase

in length, boat handling and administrative problems would also increase

just exactly this much. The net result would be that the maximum transit

time would probably rise more or less in proportion to the increase in

capacity. The result of this would be that not only would total traffic

handling capacity not be increased, but that the actual total vessel-hours

of travel time required for passage would be enlarged rather than reduced.

When we increase the length of the small lock, what we are doing in

effect is to convert it from a "small" lock into an "intermediate" lock.

What is the point in doing this when two different sizes of intermediate

lock are in fact already available due to the placement of the center gates

in the existing large locks? As a final word on the unfeasibility of length-

ening the present locks, consider the following proposition: replace the

present locks with a dam and single lock gate at the Shilshole Bay end of

the ship canal and a dam and single gate at the Lake Union end of the canal.

We would now have a lengthened lock chamber capable of holding several

thousand vessels. With this lengthened chamber we could accomodate an

entire day's traffic simultaneously. (The greatest number of vessels ever

handled in a single day was 1,1^9 craft on Labor Day 1957-

)
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The traffic handling capacity of this imaginary lock chamber would probably

never be exceeded but imagine the plight of a yachtsman asked to wait a full

2k hours to complete a single passage through the locks. This is of course

an extreme example , yet this is the sort of thing we are doing when we in-

crease the length of the present locks, although on this much smaller scale

the effects are not nearly so obvious . In making such an increase we would

undoubtedly be increasing the capacity of the locks per transit, but we would

be doing so by increasing the total transit time required to complete a

passage. Increases in traffic capacity would have been gained at the expense

of the user, which is precisely the opposite of the effect we are trying to

achieve

.

Conveyor Belts and Marine Railways

This category includes all those devices which would increase the

traffic handling capacity of the locks and reduce transit time past the

locks by enabling vessels to pass directly over the dam without passing

through the locks themselves . These devices constitute a valid attack

on the problem of reducing congestion in the ship canal since their cost

will tend to be defrayed or obviated by the benefits to the public that

accrue in the form of reductions in travel time. The most serious general

objection that can be brought to bear against this class of devices is that

the rates at which they can handle traffic tend in general, to be rather

low. An artist's conception of one such device, a conveyor belt (3) for

small boats, is shown in Figure 8.
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Note in this figure that there are two lanes of traffic, one each

way, that the belt slants up out of the water and over the locks and (al-

though not shown) must pass into the water a 5a in on the other side of the

locks . Any marine railway or conveyor belt system would have these general

features. Provision would need to be made for traffic in both directions,

subaqueous supports would be necessary either side of the dam and a center

support would be necessary at the dam itself.

Marine railways (or shipways) are a traditional means of moving

vessels over obstacles. A marine railway installation at the locks would

employ wheeled boat-carriers (cars) running on rails. The rails would of

necessity run into the water deep enough on either side of the dam that

vessels could still be floated into position above the cars, even at the

lowest lake level or state of tide to be expected. When a vessel is in

position above a car, necessary docks would be adjusted to fit the craft

and then the car and craft would be drawn up over the dam to the ether side,

the craft floating free again as the car passed once more into the water.

Since the tracks, both up and down over the dam, would be a continuous oval,

the car would then continue around and either pick up a vessel traveling in

the opposite direction or be passed over the dam to the ether side empty.

The most notable feature of marine railway cars is that boats are

supported in them by means of chocks and pads. Since there is an almost

infinite variety of hull forms, these chocks and pads must be fully adjust-

able and must be adjusted to fit each individual craft as it passes from

aqueous support to the support of the railway car. This adjustment is a
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time consuming procedure. It is difficult to conceive of a vessel being

positioned over a car, the chocks and pads being adjusted and the vessel

being lifted clear of the water in less than 5 minutes. Ten minutes vould

probably be more likely. If such were the case, the traffic handling capa-

city of a marine railway would then be between 6 and 12 vessels per hour

either way. Since the small locks have been known to handle as many as

essels per hour, a capacity of only 6 to 12 vessels per hour would

seem to be rather small. Considering that at any one time the majority

of traffic passing the locks is traveling in only one direction, it would

require about 3 lanes of marine railway, plus one return lane, a total

of h lanes, to match the capacity of the existing small lock. Now consi-

der the transit time across such a facility. If it takes 5 minutes (a

very conservative estimate) to adjust the chocks to a vessel and lift it

clear of the water, another minute for the vessel to pass over the dam and

then another minute to get the vessel clear of the railway car and floating

free, a single trip would occupy about 7 or 8 minutes. This is a great

improvement over the transit time experienced in passage through the large

locks during times of heavy traffic and justifies further investigation of

such an installation in spite of its low traffic capacity.

One ether factor that must be considered about the marine railway

is that it can be adapted to handle very nearly any size of vessel.

Reference to Table h shows that the average length of pleasure craft in

Seattle was a little over 33 feet. This same table shows that even among

the larger classes of pleasure craft, (cruisers and large sailing craft),
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the average length is under 40 feet. The suggestion implicit in this is

that a marine railway could accomodate by far the majority of all craft

now passing through the locks. For these reasons the feasibility of a

marine railway installation will be considered as part of this thesis.

A conveyor belt (S) of the sort illustrated in Figure 8 does not

have the limitation of chock and pad adjustment that was imposed upon the

marine railway. This type of installation has a different limitation.

Craft passing ever it must be almost completely flat bottomed. Craft hav-

ing large skegs, struts, screws or keels, as have inboard motor craft and

most large sailing craft, could net possibly pass over a conveyor belt of

the sort shown in Figure 8. Craft which could pass over such an installa-

tion would be outboard or outdrive motor boats (the motors and/or propellor

units can tilt up to where they are completely out of the water) and small

sailing craft (most of which have retractable center boards or leeboards)

.

In order to use such a facility, a motor boat or sailboat would

simply maneuver until it grounded on the moving belt, was lifted out of the

water, up and over the dam and back down and into the water and floated free

Boats could come onto the belt one after the other as rapidly as possible.

A trip past the locks via such a device would probably occupy no more than

3 or k minutes, and since boats could be handled one immediately after the

other, a one-way traffic capacity of as much as 60 vessels per hour could

be realized.

Inspection of Table h indicates that outboard mctorboats and small

sailing craft combined total only about 23$ of the total boat population.





Nevertheless this sort of an installation is considered by the author to

hold enough promise to be worthy of consideration herein.

One conceivable extension of the conveyor belt idea would be a

double conveyor belt with a separation between them, possible slanted in

to form a V. Such an arrangement might possibly permit transfer of inboard

powered craft and larger sailing craft since the screws, struts, skegs and

keels could then protrude down between the two belts . Unfortunately there

is no guarantee that such a belt would support a large craft over great

enough an area to prevent damage to the hull. In short, such a belt would

not necessarily conform to the hull of a vee-bottomed or a round -bottomed

boat in the way that a single flat belt would conform to the hull of a flat-

bottomed boat. This problem however, is a design problem and not an economic

one. Since this thesis is intended to consider problems of economics rather

than of design, some consideration will be given to the economic feasibility

of such a double-belt system.

Construction of Additional Lock3

The last category of possible measures to alleviate congestion

that we shall consider will be the construction of new additional locks.

This solution is the one that instinctively comes to mind when one con-

siders the problem of how to reduce congestion at the locks. Obviously,

building another lock increases our capacity to move vessels past the lock

complex. Our reasoning has already indicated however, that sheer increase

in capacity to handle vessels does not necessarily confer any benefit upon

the public. It is difficult to justify any expenditure of public f\inds
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unless some benefit accrues to someone. In order for such a benefit to

accrue there must be some increase in the convenience to lock users. The

obvious benefit is reduction in travel time to those transiting the locks.

Implicit in our previous discussion of the effect of increasing the length

of the already existing locks was the suggestion that the more vessels that

are locked through simultaneously, the greater the boat handling and adminis-

trative time involved and the greater the transit time. This would mean that

in order to achieve savings in travel time, lock groups should be kept small.

This would suggest that the most beneficial sort of a facility would be

another lock of the same size or even smaller than the present small lock.

We now have a number of conflicting criteria bearing on the problem.

We have seen (Figure 6) that we may expect upwards of 57 > 000 pleasure craft

to arrive at the locks in 1970, and this is a relatively short range projec-

tion. A new facility must be capable of handling the traffic load of this

period as well as being able to perform a useful function under the traffic

loads of 10 to 20 years hence. This would tend to influence us toward selec-

ting a larger lock chamber in our proposed facility. Simultaneously however,

we must not forget the problem of water usage. Will enough water be availa-

ble from the Lake Washington water shed to handle this traffic load? A

larger lock chamber, even at shallow draft, tends to use excessive water,

particularly during those lockages in which relatively few craft are passed

through

.

This problem of selecting the correct size for an additional faci-

lity will be considered in detail in this thesis, and the selected type of
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new facility analyzed for its economic feasibility in conjunction with

the other types of congestion reducing proposals under consideration.





CHAPTER IV

THEORY AND METHOD OF ATTACK

The Economics of Public Finance

It is a generally accepted dictum of public finance that the bene-

fits accruing to the public as a result of expenditures of public funds

must be greater than the amount of those funds expended. This principle

is basic and has received almost universal acceptance. Perhaps the best

known and most universally used technique for comparing the benefits accru-

ing to a project vith the costs incurred by it, particularly in the econo-

mics of transportation, is the benefit /cost ratio, and it is this technique

that will be used in the economic analyses of this report.

Benefit/Cost Ratio

In its simplest form, the benefit /cost ratio may be stated as

follows:

(l) Benefit 'Cost Ratio = B'C

This relationship is equally true no matter whether benefits and costs are

calculated as total accrued and incurred benefits and costs over the entire

service life, benefits and costs per annum at any point during the service

life, or as the present values of benefits and costs to be accrued and in-

curred In the future. That is to say, that when done properly, precisely

the same numerical results are obtained no matter whether the calculations

are carried out upon an anticipatory end of service life or annual basis.
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Since the calculations tend in general to be somewhat simpler, the bene-

fit-cost ratio will be calculated on an annual basis herein.

In a somewhat simplified form, the cost of building and operating

a public facility might be expressed as:

(2) C - PR + M *

where

:

C =* annual operating cost

P » invested capital

R « capital recovery factor

M » annual maintenance cost

= annual operating expenses

that is, the annual cost of operation is equal to the cost of amortiz-

ing the investment plus the cost of maintaining the facility (repairs,

preservation, etc.), plus the annual operating charges (labor, costs,

fuel, etc.)- The composite equation, restated is:

(3) B/C - m .*. 6

This statement of the benefit /cost ratio, while quite reasonable

and simple, is not usable in this thesis for a number of reasons. The most

serious of these is that the author does not feel competent to estimate the

cost of any of the proposed facilities. In addition, there is very little

way of knowing, except within rather wide limits of error, what the cost of

maintaining and operating one of these facilities would be. Various simpli-

fying assumptions must therefore be made. The first of these will deal with

maintenance and operating costs

.
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It is reasonable to assume that the annual cost of maintaining

and operating a facility should not exceed some reasonable percentage

of the invested capital. Another way of stating this is that if a faci-

lity has a relatively short service life, the annual cost of amortization

may be quite high in comparison to maintenance and operating costs; where-

as a facility having lengthy service life may have maintenance and operat-

ing costs considerably in excess of the annual cost of amortizing the

original investment. In both cases however, the maintenance and operating

costs could be thought of as being some percentage of the original invest-

ment. If this percentage were assumed to be more or less constant, the

benefit 'cost ratio could be restated as follows:

(M B/C =
PR + kP

B
(5) B 'C " P (B + k)

where:

k = maintenance factor

One consideration favoring the rationality of such a simplification is

that various types of facilities obviously differ one from the other in

their maintenance requirements . Such a differentiation can be accounted

for by assigning various values to the maintenance factor k. This proce-

dure will in fact be adopted herein. Obviously, those proposed facilities

such as marine railways and beltways, having numerous moving parts exposed

to the action of salt water, might be supposed to have a greater relative

maintenance requirement than a masonry structure such as an additional lock,

The various values of k that will be employed in this report are tabulated

for convenient reference in Table 7 along with other appropriate economic

constants

.
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Even the above simplification does not eliminate the problem of

our inability to estimate the principal that must be invested in order

to construct one or more of the proposed facilities. We do know however,

that if a facility is to be marginally useful, that is if the benefits

accruing are only exactly as great as the cost incurred, the benefit 'cost

ratio will be exactly equal to one. Rewriting our expression for benefit /

cost ratio with the included additional criterion that the facility must

be at. least marginally useful:

\o)
J (R + k)

j B

R+k

J = (l/R-k) B

(7) K = l/R - k

(8) J = KB

where

:

J = justifiable cost

In this series of equations, the symbol J has been substituted for the

symbol P. The thought behind this is that in previous expressions, P

represented the actual cost of an actual facility. In equation 6 and

subsequent expressions, the symbol J is used to symbolize a 'justifiable

cost, " which may be either more or less than the actual cost, but is the

maximum cost at which the facility would be economically justifiable, that

is, marginally profitable. The criterion for actually constructing such

a facility then would be:

(9) J>P
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TABLE 7

ECONOMIC CONSTANT!! AND FACTORS

Facility

Marine Marine Additional

Factor Railway Beltway Lock(s)

k 0.15 0.20 0.10

% 5£ 5*

n 25 25 50

R .0710 0.0710 0.05^+8

R+k 0.2210 0.2710 0.151+8

K - l/R+k ^•525 3.690 6A60
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The facility should be built whenever the Justifiable cost of the facility-

is equal to or greater than the actual cost of building the facility-

granted that no more advantageous use of available funds exists . In

addition it will be noted that in equation 7 the quantity K is defined

as the reciprocal of the sum of the capital recovery factor and the

maintenance factor. This factor K is of course dependent on the interest

rate and service life associated with the facility as well as upon the

relative rate at which the facility will require maintenance, and will be

unique for each installation.

Interest Rate and Service Life

At this stage in our reasoning we are brought to a direct confron-

tation with the problems of interest rate and length of service life. There

is a general, although not by any means universal, agreement among authori-

ties in the field of public finance that interest must be considered to be

charged on funds obligated to public works . As to what rate of interest

should be charged there is no agreement whatsoever . Arguments have been

advanced in favor of using interest rates as high as 15 or 20 percent.

A very strong case can be made for the use of interest rates between 5 and

10 percent. On the otherhand, it is an obvious fact that governmental

agencies are actually paying interest rates varying between 2 and 5 percent

on monies they have borrowed. In this thesis an interest rate of 5 percent

will be charged on assumed investments . This is reasonably liberal, that

is to say it favors expenditures of funds to a greater degree than would

some higher rate. At the same time it is certainly a more realistic figure
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tlian some minimal rate such as the 2 to 5 percent charged on government

bonds, and much better than charging no interest whatsoever.

Just as the selection of interest rate vas based on judgment, so

too must a judgment be made of the service life we may expect from the

various proposed facilities. The necessity for this is obvious. When

the cost of a facility must be recovered over a relatively short period

of time, the annual cost of the facility may be quite high in proportion,

even though the total invested capital may not be as much as that required

for some ether facility having a longer life expectancy. In making this

judgment of service life we select either the physical service life cf the

facility, or its life cf economic utility, whichever is the shorter. It

is ridiculous to assign a service life of 50 years to a facility which

will be economically obsolete within 20 and conversely one may not justify

a service life of 50 years on the basis of continuing economic utility when

in fact, the facility will physically disintegrate before this term is

fulfilled

.

In the specific instances at hand, we have several facts to guide

our judgment. The first of these is the demonstrated fact that the present

installation at the Hiram M. Chittenden Locks has already had a physical and

economical useful life of nearly 50 years . Quite obviously an additional

lock would have a physically useful life at least this long. Unfortunately

we are not so sure that the economically useful life cf an additional lock

would be this great. Based entirely on the fact that pleasure boating is

on the increase, the author feels that using a figure of 50 years for the

service life of an additional lock is within the bounds of rationality.
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All of the other proposed methods of reducing congestion at the

locks which are under analysis here, are of a type which we instinctively

feel will have a considerably shorter service life than a masonry structure.

Marine railways and beltways, have numerous mechanical and metallic parts,

and in the case of the beltways, the belting itself is a rapidly deteriorat-

ing material . Since all of these parts and materials will be continually

subjected to severe use, weathering and the corrosive action of saltwater,

the author feels that a practical physical service life of no greater than

50 percent of that assigned to the masonry structure may be expected

these types of installations. In consequence of this, a service life of

25 years will be used for all facilities other than the proposed additional

lock.

It would be well to mention liere that in making these estimates

of interest rate and service life, the author is taking no undue liberty.

In all varieties of economic analyses, with the exception of a very few

limited cases (such as facilities built with the proceeds of a bond issue,

and facilities of a type having a well-established service life), these

values are based on Judgments made by the analyst.

Now that an interest rate and service lives have been settled upon

.

the capital recovery factor R may be taken from any standard table of ec -

nomic series. Values of the capital recovery factor that will be associated

with the various facilities under consideration are shown in Table 6. Als

in this table is shown the summation of the capital recovery factor and the

maintenance factor for each facility and the calculate ', the constant

defined by equation 7 and appearing in equation
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Determination of Benefits

So far in the development of cur approach to benefit 'cost analysis

we have net touched upon the question of calculating the benefits that may

be expected to accrue through the installation of some new facility. One

approach to the calculation of these benefit3 commonly used in benefit ''cost

studies of land transportation facilities is :

(10) B = WAt ^ AH

where:

W = willingness to pay for time savh

At « time saved

A'l = saving in operating costs

The benefits here are considered to be compounded from those benefits

that accrue due to savings in the time necessary to travel from an ori

t a destination, and those benefits that accrue due to a lessening of the

actual cost of operating vehicles on that facility. Since the quantity of

time savings is usually easily calculated, the total time savings are ex-

. the quantity of time saved multiplied by a factor sometimes

called the "willingness to pay." This "willingness to pay is t rth

of the public's time exclusive of any consideration of the vehicular operat-

ing costs. Another and perhaps better way of putting this is to say that

this is the amount of money that the rational economic man should be wil.l

to pay for an hour's saving in travel time. The term representing saving

in operating costs that appears in equation 10 is usually assumed to be
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principally dependent upon the distance that is saved by installing a

new facility. In actual practice, benefits counted under this term are

usually fuel savings. The author feels that such a statement, while

admirable for its simplicity, does not reflect completely the true state

of affairs . The cost of operating a vehicle is not due to fuel costs

alone but is a combination of fuel costs, lubricant, general repair,

spare parts, depreciation on original investment, insurance costs, and

miscellaneous expenses. Of these, very obviously fuel and lubricant con-

sumption depend on the distance traveled. Depreciation, insurance, general

repair and spare parts also should, in general, tend to be seme function of

distances traveled. Since the actual savings in distance traveled are a

function of the time savings, given some average velocity, all quantities

involved in expressing benefits must be some function of the travel time

involved. This general concept is expressed by equation 11.

(11) 3 - W t + At-f ( AM, AF, AD, AI,S, AL)

where

:

A M = savings in maintenance costs

A F fuel and lubricant savings

A D = savings in depreciation

A I savings in insurance costs

= average speed of travel

A L » savings in distance

then

:

(12) B=At-f (W, M, F, D, I,S, L)





we accept ti
'

accept the fact that the bene ay

be expressed as the savin.:;; in travel tine multiplied "by s mction

of the willingness to pay for time savings, savings in maintenance costs,

fuel savings, savings in depreciation, insurance, average speed and sav-

ings in distance traveled as shovn by equation 12. This rather complex

function must then equal the cumulative value of time saving! ;he public,

including all considerations of J^he w rtb : f time itself as veil as vehicu-

lar operating costs, etc.

(13) V - . M, F, D, 1,3, L)

where:

V - the value of time

then:

(i*0 B = VAt

and:

(15) J = KVAt

This leads to the conclusion, expressed by eq;iati , that all benefits

ace ruin.; to the new facility may be expressed as the quantity of time

savings multiplied by the value of time to the public. When this expression

for benefits is substituted into equati . the expression shown as equa-

tion 15 results. In this equation the justifiable costs of a new facility

is equated to the product of the time saving realised through the facility,

the value of time to the users of the facility, and a factor dependent upon

interest rate, service life, and relative maintenance costs. This is the





final form that the expression of benefit/cost analysis shall take in

this thesis.

Values of the factor K are already available in Tsble 6. The re-

maining tasks of this thesis, as far as evaluating the economic feasibility

cf the proposed improvements at the Hiram M. Chittenden Locks, are to

establish the numerical values of the tvo factors V and t.

Method of Attack on the Value of ',

What is the value of leisure time" Very often when a man engaged

in some leisure time activity is asked this question, he will blithely

reply "nothing." Is this true? Is leisure time worthless? If so, we

should be willing to give up our leisure time, devoting these worthless

hours to more productive pursuits. Yet how many people would be will-

to give up these hours that they consider to be worthless?

Even during the productive hours of the day, the value of time is

difficult to establish. The fact that a man is paid a set hourly wa^e does

not mean that his time is worth precisely that. A man must return to his

employer some additional value over and above his wage if he wishes to

remain in that employ. We might then say that the man's time is worth

his wage plus the profit he produces for his employer during the period

of that wa:e. Under any circumstances we have established this value by

use of the "marketplace" technique, that is using the actual monetary

sale jrice of laboring time in the open employment market.

It would be difficult to apply this method to leisure time. There

would certainly seem to be no way of attaching a dollar and cent value

time spent in complete idleness. This problem, while i insoluble,
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is at least not unapproachable. When men pay large sums of money to

purchase elaborate equipment to assist them in the enjoyment of a relatively

fev hours of leisure time, the mind instinctively leaps to the conclusion

that these men must consider their leisure time to be quite valuable.

Fortunately perhaps for the purposes cf this investigation,

value of leisure time to those who choose to spend this time engaged

yachting and water sports is bounded by a fev definite parameters. These

end some definite amount of money on the goods and services that

enable them to enjoy these pursuits, and they spend some definite number

of hours actually engaged in enjoying the fruits of these expenditures.

We are immediately led to the conclusion that if for any particular yachts

man, ve divide his total expenditure for boating goods and services by the

total annual time he spends engaged in boating activities, ve would have

for tiiat particular individual an index representative cf the value he

places on his leisure time. If this were done repetitively for a sam] ie

large enough or of such a composition to be representative of -?neral

boat population, we could develop a figure indicative cf the value of time

to the average boating enthusiast.

Let us nov consider the case cf a yachtsman vho, having expended a

considerable amount cf money to purchase a boat, accessories, fuel, m<

etc., is denied the use of this investment for some reason or other. Let

us fcr instance consider the case of the yachtsman, moored in Portage Ba

who wishes to spend a Sunday afternoon c raising Puget "ound. If there were

no other boats waiting at the locks, he might reasonably expect to be passed

out through the small lock in from 5 to 10 minute . he returns that
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quick trip through the locks back to his moorage. For a four or five

hour cruise on Puget Sound, he might then expect to spend 15 or Lnutes,

5$ or 6$ of the total time involved, in passing to and from through the

locks. (There is no need to consider the time involved in transiting the

ship canal since he would have to travel this distance even if the lakes

and Puget Sound were at the same level and no locks in between) . Let us

then turn from this idyllic picture to the actual situation. Because of

the heavy concentrations of traffic at the locks en Sunday afternoons and

evenings, our yachtsman will most probably be forced to use the lar ;er

lock, spending perhaps an hour and a half traveling either way. Our

yachtsman is now spending as much as k0$> of his time transiting the lock

Instead of 15 or 20 minutes being taken up by these passages he must spend

3 hours there. This is an increase of over 2v hours.

Now consider the motivation which originally prompted this

man to seek passage through the locks to Puget Sound. Was he principally

interested in the placid pleasures of salt-water cruisi: . did he v

to pass through tlie locks because he likes to pass t locks" It is

very doubtful indeed if our yachtsman seeks to pass th. the locks sim-

ply to experience maneuvering the craft to keep from being jostled, bumped,

or even rammed by some 50 ether boatmen. For most purposes, the time that

a yachtsman spends at the locks are a total loss. Every minute there is a

minute in which he is unable to enjoy the recreation he is really seeking.

Excessive delays in passing through the locks represent a distinct dis-

service to the yachtsman. Since we can easily demonstrate that the aver-
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yachtsman spends some given amount of money per hour in pursuit of his

sport, it would certainly seem reasonable to assume that when he is de-

layed an hour in passing through the locks, the disservice he is thus

occasioned is at least equivalent to this amount.

Since the method of quantifying the value of time used herein, and

consequently the accuracy of any numerical results produced, is dependent

upon this argument, it would perhaps be well to state it r.ore formally.

Such a statement is as follows:

(1 ) v. » e
1
/t

where

:

V. the value of time to some individual yachtsman

E * expense of owning and operating his specific vessel

T. = time spent in using that vessel

This equation states that the value of time will be considered as approxi-

mately equal to the total expense of owning and operating a craft divided

by the number of hours spent using that craft. N te that we say that the

value of time is only approximately equal to this function. Referring back

to the derivation of eq\*ation lU it may he seen that the val time is,

as defined herein, a function of the willingness to pay for time savir.

as veil as being a function of those factors which contribute to the ex-

pense of ownership and operation. Obviously no consideration is given to

the willingness to pay for time savings in equation lc, and for this reason

the value of time can be only considered to be approximated by the procedure

of dividing expense by usage time.
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Statistical Methodology

Thus far in our development of a methodology for quantifying the

value of time, we have settled upon an expression (equation l6) which will

permit us to calculate, at least approximately, the value of time to an

individual yachtsman. We have also mentioned that if calculations of this

sort were carried cut for a large enough sample of pleasure craft to be

representative of the general boat population, then it would be possible to

develop by some statistical method a measure of the value of time represen-

tative of the general population of pleasure craft in Seattle. It is

therefore appropriate for us to now give some consideration to statistical

methodology and to what statistical measure will be used to indicate the

value of time to the general boat populatio .

The idea of using an average or mean value immediately leays to

mind. This is in fact what we will do but we will use a weighted aver

rather than a simple one.

Consider the case of two boat owners. Both of them spend identical

amounts each year to own and operate their craft, but the first one (owner

A we shall call him) operates his vessel c.ne thousand hours a year in com-

parison to owner B who operates his only c.ne hour each year. Two facts are

immediately obvious. First of all owner B must be assigned a value of time

a thousand times as great as that which will be assigned to owner A in

accordance with the expression we have developed to express this value cf

time. Secondly, we see that owner B contributes to the general traffic

pattern only one one-thousandth of the amount contributed by owner A. If

we were to take a simple arithmetic mean cf the value of time to these tv

owners, the figure thus obtained would be heavily influenced by the excessive
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value of time to owner B who contributes only negligibly to the traffic

problem, and who by inference will receive only negligible benefits from

the installation of any facility to relieve traffic congestion. To c -

viate such an ancmolous situation and to insure that the f 1 gi ire develc

for the value of time is truly representative of this value to the user,

the contribution to the congestion problem. This could be d,_ne 1

plying the value of timi r each vessel investigated, as calculated by

equation lo, by the amount of time that each owner spends at vessel

These individually weighted values cf time could then be summed up and

divided by the sum of all usage times reported, thus producing an appropri-

ately weighted figure for the value of time tc the general boat

The mathematics of doing this are as follow

7 9 V
.
T

,

(17) V =

where

vn T.
*1

V = weighted mean value of time to the general

boat population

but: V, = K. 'T.
i •

then

:

(13) V =

5 n
'

i
Ti

2

ss
T
i

From these manipulations we may see that it will never actually be necessary

to calculate, by means cf equation l6, the value of time to any individual

yachtsman. Instead we merely need to sum up all ownership and operational

costs for the vessels under consideration and then divide ual





for the same vessels, the result of this operation being a

appropriately weighted for each vessel's contribution to the traffic prcblem

and representative cf the mean value of tine to the general boat population.

Kethf C
1

j. _ : back on havings in Travel Tine

In equation 15 the justifiable cost of investment in a facility

was held to be equal to the product of a constant multiplied by the value

time and then multiplied again by the 3avings in travel time thus achieved

Appropriate values of the requisite constant have been calculated and are

available already, and we have established a methodology for quantifying

the value cf time. The only task yet remaining in our consideration of

• necessary to this investigation is the development cf a procedure

establishing the magnitude of the tine -avinps that would be cccasioned

by the installation of a new facility.

The keys to developing such, a procedure lie first of all in the

nature cf hhe quantity we are seeking to establish, and secondly in the

overall traffic pattern and pattern of operation of the locks. The quan-

tity we are trying to establish is the amount of time that I be saved

by installation of a new facility. The operative word here is saved.' It

Id be conceivably possible for us to calculate the total travel time

involved for all vessels passing through the locks in some given period

tine and then recalculate the total travel time that would be cccasioned by

the passage of the same number of vessels during the same period of time

through the lochs with the additional facility in place. The difference

in these two quantities would then be the saving in travel tine achieved





Installation of the new fac -essicE

6 procedure would be:

(1 A - T - T,
j.

whe re:

T = total travel tirue thrc resent facility

= total travel tJ gh expanded facilH

Id cle ? little i ch a procedur

ravel able direct

In Chapter ', when operatio :ere be'

e 'i sat concer. ration Lc tend

nd early eveni of weekends and .liat

bo ace eaks in tn pressed into ervice

when the rate of arrivals exceeds the traffic handling capaci

ThJ f events
] r vi the second key to cur devel

method: quantification of sav vel tii ven the

most al observation of the records kept at Hirmra M. Chittenden Lock*

tely that there are very rev vessels (and vir

craft) Lng through the locks between the hour

Ln the morning. The present installation is perfectly ade

handle sue] - ak traffic. Traffic passing th e:manded facilj

the same - hieve absolutely no saving in trave

time. In foot. ' resent facility is adequate to 11 traffic

except t Lch recur during the weekend

: hour would be nc necessity for any tr w addi-

tional fac





will now • bhe effec Lt

od of traffic . Pnere *

the additional f cj Lty? uld they be vessels that would ctherv

used the small lock or which would otherv v ed the larger J.

:iable under the present arrangemei asiderJ

sit time for the lar^e lock is ree tine:

unck traffic loads, it becon ;

;h the new facility -wise be f< reed

to pa Li" u ;h the large lock with its accompanying

e. It nay be seen then that the r.rinciTal effec - add it

facility at the loo - Id be to drain off tr c

periods of peak operation. This

:ulation of savi] e con: .'.derab

ate the total tirr.e of tr' very

every port! ant lock faci] nded

: then to deterr. •

now need to consider only those ve

the additional capacity t I r

Mien equation h is revised t conce te re-

A t - N(t
L

- t
f

)

K = number of v<

to nev; fac

t time

Lock
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t = time red for nsit v ' nev
facility

»a that the s v Ln travel time may be calculated

difference between the time required for a

'the c"; and tliat required Lngle

by the 'verted from the. > nev

Llity. Since all the v ved In this ex

i e approach is clear1;

I vessels passing the present and expanded fa

the method f attack thi ' c ed erein.

d Data

Nov that ve have completed our developmen . -

to be iyed in the numerical analyses incident to tJ

would seen well to summarize t btack r.nC

bf data that must be collected and evaluated in order to t sed

•h. In the process of developing equation I5> since tes

cf the cost of Improvements at the loc as beyond the aut ' ' capai

it was concluded that any facility ' profit-

able would be considered Justified and that the numerical analyses herein

would be directed to the determination of bhe capital investment that might

properly be incurred in the installation of stich e marginally

facility. v ig defined this capita' for a mar

facility as the was determined that t

cost would be equal to the product of a constant dependent





interest rates and relative nonce re r : ...;

facilities; the value of time to those w Id benefil m the new

facility; and the amount cf time ~>aved as a result of the ne: ation.

Having nade necessary decision; concern: •irameters, the cons tar-

was calculated for the various types of facilities onder consideration and

tabulated in Table ' . The individual value of time V. , then shewn to

be approxinately equal tc the expense :' wning and era .

' vessel

divided with the time actually spent using that vessel and the appropriate

bistical measure of the value cf tine tc the general b i ation

found to be calculable simply by dividing the sum of all c wner nd

operational costs by the ,imes . Finally the tins

incident to a new installation were shown to be dependent upon the num-

ber of ves >els diverted from the present *ge lock t the nev facility and

n the difference between the time required for a single

the nev installati she present large loc

Tl. f the value

vey of beat ovne the Seattle area. These owners q

pend tc purchase and eperate their cr

te they :*pend eratj ver

ect ade

cf Lon, it will be

a boat and the average t' It ^ hen

be
\ Lble t< calculate the average value

In order to quantify the time savin.;/ that v

f e nev facility,
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it, records at the Hiram M. Chittenden T rained

in order be determine the length of cine r< *ed for i

the large loc] 3 the number of vessels that w<

lock.: to a nev facility each year. Secondly, 1 be necessary to eit

calculate or ectiriatc the transit c ver each

facilities. Given these entering arguments; it i :alcu-

late total annus Lngs by of equation 20. These figures may

then be re -substituted in equation 15, givin;: the. - cost of

proposed facility during the time period under consideratj





CHAPTER V

' UANTIFICATICN OF THE VALUE OF TIME

Data Collection Procedures

Very early in the course cf the investigation v g the

subject of this report, it became c.f r.rer^.t that whatever i itical

was eventually to be used, some monetary ve ave tc be

placed upon the leisure : ur -.pent in the enjoymen" . The

development of a theoretical basis for sue nd a method

-

y for actually executing it, were two of the first ta. on.

This theory, already presented in the preceding chapter, indicated that it

Ld be necessary tc determine how much various yachtsmen spent in order

own, operate and maintain their craft, and how many hours per year tney

end enjoy", ese investments. Fj ure .A is a reproduction of th<

tionneire used for this purpose.

uor.s and Answer"

contains a summary of the author's evaluatio

quacy both of the questionnaire used in conducting the

this investigation and of the answers received from

the usefulness of these answer,. Of ed, ) are

evaluated as useless, unnecessary, or redundant. .An additional ib-

questions are evaluated as beli tc this study. T" that

half of the questions asked in this survey were absolutely leaningless as

far as trie intent of this investigation was concerned.
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LAKE WASHINGTON CHIP CANAL CONGESTION STUDY

Are you interested in relieving con-ested conditions in the Lake
Washington Ship Canal? In eliminating delays in passing through II. M.
Chittenden Locks?

These problems are currently being studied' by D. W. Horned, candidate
for Master's degree at the University of Washington. The paper that will
result from this study vill contain an evaluation of various methods of al-
leviating these problems plus some uniquely new proposals.

This paper may well be the only publication available to public and
private -roups interested in the yachtsmen' 3 problems during the next
several years

.

Help solve these problems: Fill out this questionnaire and return it
to your yacht club or marina!

Questions k, 5, 6 and 7 are of extreme Importance end should be filled
out with reference to vouchers and receipts wherever possible and to the
very best of your knowledge elsewhere.

1. Type of craft: (give brief description of hull types, sail rig, type and
number of motors or engines, etc.)

3.

Dimensions:
a. Overall length includin- all projections & overhangs in feet & in.
b. Overall width including all projections & overiiangs in ft. & In.
c. Overall height from waterline tc highest projection.: in ft. & inT"
Moorage data:
a. Do you moor your croft in the water

i . All year
ii. all summer with winter storage on land
ii. seldom, launch and retrieve each trip
Name cf body of water where moorage facility is located'
Name cf moorage facility
Which launching ramp do yoo use?
Rate you are charged for moorage:
i . per foot

ii. are these per month, week, day or *hat'
iii. Total

f . Is your moorage covered?

Date boat was purchased
How old if used

— new or used

Cost of boat:
a. Total original cost including all taxes, registration fees, value

cf trade-in, etc
.

b. Estimate cf present net resale value of boat (amount cf money you
would receive)

Maintenance co3ts:
a. Estimate of total amount of money spent during the oast twelve months

for:
a

:

i. ;e

li. maintenance & repair
. fuel

iv.

v.

vi.

out of water storage
taxes and fees

FIGURE 9 A

Estimate of total amount of money spent all during time you have owned
this craft for:

~ —
1 . moorage

ii. fuel
iii. maintenance & repair
iv. out of water storage

-
v. taxes & fee j

~~

vi

.

launching & retrieval

Usage time:
a. Estimate of total number of

the past twelve months:
b. Estimate of total number of hours spent underway on

!To_ you have spent underway on this craft in

the time /- >' love owned it:
this craft during all

Bridge opening data:
a. Does your craft require any bridge to be opened for Lts passage?
b. vliic.h ones?

Number of times each of these has been mened for you durin - the past
twelve months? since you have owned the croft?

Lockage data:
a. Estimate of # of underway time .spent seaward of Ballard locks
b. Estimate of additional £ of underway tune spent in transit to and from

between the lock.; and your moorage
C

.
Is the center of your boating interest to seaward of the locks?
in Lake Washington? Elsewhere"
what is this interest

/here?

d. Estimate of average number of vessels inside the locks during a truns it
based erience

e. Maximum number you have seen inside the 1, cos Jsring a transit
In you opinion ore the locks he in

heavy traffic?
lsed to maximum capacity in times cf

;. Estimate of maximum number of vessels you have ever seen waiting to transit:
i. out through the locks

ii. in thr ogh the locks

10. Delays:
Estimate of t tal number of minutes delayed while waiting for bridge open-
ings during last twelve months.

b. Estimate of tote

I

number of minutes delayed while waiting in line at the
locks durin , Last twelve months, (not including time actually spent bein^
raised or lowered).
;

. it

ii. corning in
c. Maximum number of minutes of delay you have ever experienced at the locks

(net count!: spent hein: raised or lowered).
1 it

i 1 . sen.in ; Ln

_e you considering moving to sait-water moorage? Why?

/"hat factors wi ild influence you to move t lalt-water moorage?

I> you prefer c vered to uncovered _ 1 Why?

ik . ether remar]

launching & retrieval
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Ject of I n of

--Ion

. ation of 2\raluatlon of •' rc-enents

5b

6a

type ves tel n statistical

2 Dimensions ;'Ctory

)" moora f̂ e

reriod

setisfactcry

3bcd moorage
location

Dl t extensive

3e rsse rate satlsfoct ry

covered
moc r

redundant

J. purchase date satisfactory

% [. C.3t barely satisf

."<ent

Oeneral
'nterest

resale value not extensive
enough

Annual malr.- incomplete

tenance ccots

total ruiin- useless
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excellent,
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none
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travel tine to rr, ra ;e

.

All rate- monthly-eliminate 3e.lll. - use
Lar format. for la ranee

rote charged ar.d coot of fuel pep gallon.

Combine vith question 13.

Use tabular format-combine wit!

subdivided Into parte, tobuler .format.

Also a3'.< value of any major capita
provenento , how flrum^ed, Interest rate

3D fir. tore -Z rate i

ther investments.

'or insurance costs - cross check

data en insurance rates , moorage
rate-, fuel wage 8- co=;t and hours of

e

ee with question on major capital
ents mentioned in connection

vit':

7o Quel
usage

satisfactory "pprr.:inate value of
time

7b total
usa^e

use l rone

bridge
openings

satisf! etc ry satisfactory

% 1

1

at 3ea

use ! errntlc

c boating
n.erest

satisfactory satisfactory -eneral

interest

boats at
gov't

^cessary es3

10 Delays 'ijmece.-sary ess

11. water
moora ;e

3atisfact( ry ) ent •"-.ercl

interest

12. 3alt w.iter 1 er:t -eneral
... .p ir>to

13- covered
moorage

octiefae- excellent -cneral
'ntereot

. remarks unnecessary facetious none

.Moo oik for engine-hour meter read-

ings: err so eoeck with f late.

Omlt-use quest! • this purpose.
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Better data available at :':s .
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Bing move ji tabular i' no

list

.' o with 3f.. - for check-

Other possibly de3ircble question?:

What maximum tell woold you be willing to pay to pass through, the locks?

* i6 your annual income'





Another substantial group of questions and subquestions are evaluated as

being only of general interest. The results of these particular questions

tended to substantiate subjective conclusions of the author on these par

cular points. The general conclusion to be drawn from thJ that the ques

•

tionnaire could have been halved or quartered in size, producing a

handier and cheaper form, without the loss of any significant data.

Figure 9B also tabulates a number o •

In the questionnaire. The concensus of these is that a tabu bher t]
•

iteral format should have been used in asking the questioi I the dc-

iable answers should have been listed for checkin Such eedure

id make data reduction from this form considerably qui.- nd wouJ

Ly tend to increase the reliability of the answer: obtained,

extremely desirable questions were omitted, such st of i xe en

ft surveyed. In addition, there are a number of additional cue.

subquestions that might be Inserted in a study of this type which i Id ena-

ble certain additional statistics to be developed if such were desired and

Ld permit cross-checking of some of the values :f ownership c .nd of

time

.

Tables 3, .
, 10 and 11 contain tabulations of the actual results

of the survey for these questions which proved to be reasonably succe

Table 12 is a summary of the result of those questions not concerned v.

the calculation of the value of time. These results illustrate the general

tendency to spend considerable portions of time ward of tl

Chittenden Locks the general 7 reference for fresh water moora -,e

water areas, cverwhe preference among wners .
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TABLE

TABULATION OF RESULTS

LAKE WASHINGTON SHTP CANAL CONGESTION SURVEY - OUTBOARD RUNABOUTS

,1
Length Period"" Annual Usage time $ time It

ft. In water ownership Hours at sea locks to water
cost o no

(

- rn ve

cc vered"

moor

16.0 1

19.0 2

'TO

16.0 2

20.0 t_

Total(5) W^O

Average 17 .6

1. CODE

1

2

3

1

5

6

7

8

10

11

'-3

261.5

957-00

711.00

210 .00

.00
--T

5~.3o-

360

100

100

130

72

50

a

6 .

w 1W To" fe-

ll

9

9

- -

525.10 1% 30.

^

3-2

ptterpre'v-

red in water year round

Stored on land in winter

Stored on trailer, launch and retrieve

Presently considering moving to salt-water moor

Already moored in salt-water

Not consider'
;
to salt-water

Might consider • it -water

Would never consider - to salt-water

Prefer covered moor-

Prefer open moori

licable to my boat

2. Calculated value, see Table 13
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TABLE 9

TABULATION OF RESULTS

INBOARD MOTORBOATS

Length
1

Period" Annual

'

Usage line # time • Lt Covered
ft. In water • ownership

cost .'"

1 hours sea locks to

moorage
water

4l.O 1 3063. 300 75 20

43.0 1 3131. 600 ;5 5 •

35-0
->

1 5673. 4oo 1

38.0 1 75 400 )5 4

30.0 1 73. 100 5

35-0 1 1643. 200

32.0 1 1585. 100 75 15

36.5 1 17 34. 4 380 5

5 2

60.0 1 •0. 150 5 •

53.0 1 4. 500 .

34.0 1 3510. 280

36.0 1 200 75 5 10

33.0 1 V316. 250 3

30.0 1 24; 200 75

50.5 ]_ 6 .

3

275 95 5

30.0 1 1444.5 200

46.0 2 33] 150 99 1
:

43.0 1 5374. 250

52.0 1 235 ^ 5

36.0 1 39: 40 75

42.0 24; . 110

30.0 2436. 170

25.0 3 723. 50 10

36.5
1-22,2-1
3-1

307 .

34, ;
>93.4

10T 5

Total (24) 932.5 5693
- J -

-
• -

-

-

Avern ?e 38.9 3541. 237. "5-3
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TABLE 10

Total (10) 173.92

Average rM

TABULATION OF RESULTS

SMALL SAILBOATS

Length
1 2

Period Annual Usage $ ^ime ;ime Salt Covered
ft. in water ownership hoi • at sea to water moorage

cost moorage ge

18.0 3 • 25 250 1

21.25 1 656.00 150 100 5 11

ik .0 3 173-00 350 1 11

llj-.O J .00 300 6,7 11

•17 3 ik-j.io 25 70 10 11

19.0 3 .' 100 11

19.5 3 353.25 100 11

lA.O 3 -.65 100 % 6,7

19.0 3 368.73 200 7.5 il

17.0
•

35^-15 80 U

1-1

3-9
323^.72 .655 oJu.5

2A, 1-5 1-9,1-16
- - -11

2=!

.5 20.7
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Totpl

TABLE 11

TABULATION OF RESULTS

LARGE SAILBC

Length Period Annual Usage f time ime Salt Covered
ft. in water ownership hours at sea locks to vater mo

cost moorage rage

30.5 I 05.00 300 75 7 h 11

73-0 1 l6°'02. 00 hOO . 11

25.0 .00 900 17 11

50.0 1 2911.00 271 5

25.5 1. 1553-00 800 5 11

25.92 1 657.OO 300 5 11

1166,63 1*00 50 ho 11

29.17 1 .00 210 4o , 11

23.17 2 1301.20 165 50 10

30.0 1 159.00 500 2 5 11

23.0 7U+.40 225 35 3 h

29.0 1 576 .00 150 60 6,7
26.0 1 1113.50 100 10 1 6,7
26.0 1 5814 200 20 h h 11

23.0 1 831.00 180
I50.0 1 1136.00 350 95 5 11

45.0 1 2143.00 15 90 10 11

29.0 ]. 1150.00 2^0 6,7 11

32.75 1 3818.16 200 10 •

32.0 1 1181.00 100 100 5

. 1 18^9.00 220 60 20 h

30.0 1 1°01. Q 775 5 5 11

2.- .92 1 1001.50 600 11

36.0 1 "12.00 175 70 h

26.0 I U29 .00 226 30 12 11

26.5 1 775.80 150 ho 15

36.0 1 1111.50 150 30 5 11

26.5 935.
c

>o U8 33 17 11

36.0 1 515.00 150 70 11

36.0 1 •^2.00 300 95 5

36.0 1 1639.00 30 15

26-5 1 763.80 500 ho 5

27.0 2 1811.00 150 ho 1 11

17 1 751.00 397

30.25 '\_ 1U60.00 200 75 15 it 11

36.0 ] 10.00 S00

1 2009 .00 1+50 10

36.0 1 17^.00 200 1

26.5 582.61

7^,876.53

10 6,7

1260.35 5 2157 -
-

- 3
- -

Ave r 32.3 55
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TABLE 12

MISCELLANEOUS RESULTS OF THE LAKE WASHINGTON "HIP CANAL

CONGESTION SURVEY

Question Item Number Percentage

3ni Vessels moored in water year-round

3aii V asels stored on land in vinter 7

3alii Vessels en trailers; launched £-. retrieved 12 15.U

TOTAL 100 .0

9a Average estimated $ of underway time sea- -- ' .k

ward of loc
1

9b Average estimated $ of time between locks -- 7-5
P: moorage

Remaining time en: iing in fre si t water -- 25 .1

TOTAL 100.0

11 Owner, presently considering move to salt- 15 19.2
water moorage

11 Owners already moored in salt-water 12 15 -^

11 Owners not considering move to oalt-water 51

TOTAL 7
Q 100

12 Owners which might consider moving to 30

a It-water

12 Owners which would never move to salt-

__ water

TOTAL 51 ' -0

13 Inboard motorcraft owners preferring ?l-7
covered moorage

13 Inboard motorcraft owners preferr' P.

3

open ran rage

TOTAL 10( .

13 Other owner:, preferring covered moorage

13 Other owners preferring open moor

13 Other owners neb answer.in,-; ns
J*<

TOTAL 100 .0





covered moorage, and the general indifference of owners of sailing

vessels to covered moorage.

;lation cf Ownership and Operational Cos-

Table 13 contains an example cf the calculations necessary to con-

vert raw data concerned with the value of time into information v/hich may

be processed by means cf the mathematics developed in Chapter h. The da1

used in this example vas actually extracted from one of the returned

questionnaires

.

The first step in this calculation Is to develop a figure representa-

tive of the cost to the owner of recovering his capital investment. This

done by assuming a 20 year service Life ^nd an interest rate of 5 ''-• The

recovery factor (the annuity whose present value is l) correspond

hese arguments is equal to 0.0 : '3<'. -. This fact.- r multiplied by the r -

-.1 cost cf the vessel of ft^OOO.OO indicates that the owner

nnually in recover in-r; the capital he has invested

Annual operational costs are calculated simply by s ; up the individ

components of moorage, maintenance, fuel, 3torage, taxes fees. I launch-

ing charges. In this instance the sum of these c

] er year

.

One of the iter Lch vas unfortun* ected in

questionnaire used for this survey vas ir.sur-:nce costs,

nished this inform; tion anyway. Most, however

this, it was assumed that since the cost

e investment of income,
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TABLE 13

SAMPLE CALCULATION OF THE COST OF OPERATION

ITEM VALUE

inal cost 5a k, 200 .00

Estimated resale value 5h 2,500.00
Moorage cost 6ai 1Q5-00
Maintenance cost 6a ii 20.00
Fuel cost 6aiii 20.00

Storage cost iv —
Taxes & fees 6av 30.00

Launching fees 6avi --

"TAL RECOVERY

Capital recovery factor for 20 yr. at 5?# = 0.

Original cost = $U,200.

annual capital recovery
cost

OPERATION

Operation =

-t 20
•+ 20

_30
= 4 ? I er year

URANCE

2,500 x $1.60 rer AlOO = $1+0.00

TOTAL ANNUAL COST

$351. 4 -'265. -» AUo. = $656. per year





without insurance. Minimal insurance rates were therefore adopted from

publications of the Nationwide Mutual Fire Insurance Company (10) and

were applied uniformly to all vessels considered in this survey. In

s instance a rate of . er '"100.00 of value was applied tc the

(2500.00 that the owner of this vessel e. ed as its current resale

Lue. This gives an annual estimated insurance cost of 0U0.OO The total

annual cost of owning and operating this vessel was then calculated by

adding together the capital recovery cost, operational costs and insurance

cost giving a grand total ci* $656.00 per year.

Coiiriutation end Adjustment of the Value of Time

Had the results of this survey beer: Letely representative

cattle's boat population, indicating the correct frequency of oc ace

of various types and sizes of vessels, a mean weighted figure for the value

of time to Seattle /achtsnen could have been calculated by simply .

up individual calculations of annual ownership and operation cos 1 then

dividing this figure by bhe sum of all usa ' ies (see equation 1 ). Un-

fortunately however, the results of t I rvey were heavily biased in

r of sailing craft. In addition there was some variation between I

a\-erage length of vessels included in this :u rvey an a iverage Len
;

of the various classes of vessels in the general boat population. It will

be remembered sition of the general

ittle was investigated in Chapter 1, it was found convenient t .de

the general boat population into four ca :
tboard motor'





inboard mctorboats, small (under 22 feet) sailboats, and large (over 22 feet)

sailboats. Vessels which were subject to the survey incident to this thesis

were divided into the same four classes (see Tables 8 through ll) . After the

total annual cost of ownership and operation had been calculated for each

craft, these costs and the hour3 that the craft were operated were sunned up

for each of the four classes. It was then possible to calculate a weighted

average value of time for each class in accordance with equation 18. These

data as well as other pertinent data for each class are shown in column A

through G of Table lU.

By comparing column D of Table 1*: with column H we may see that the

•iation between the average length of boats surveyed from the average

'th of boats in the general boat population is relatively small and

probably does not represent a major inaccuracy except in the case of large

sailboats . Comparison of columns C and K of this table further indicates

that the composition of boats surveyed by types cf vessels is indeed at con-

siderable variance with the composition of the general boat population.

The first adjustment undertaken in Table ik was designed to compen-

sate for the relatively small deviation between average lengths of boats

surveyed in each category and the average length of boats in that category

in the general population. The adjustment factor used (tabulated in column

I) was obtained by squaring the ratio of average len f boats in that

category in the general boat population to the average length of beats in

that category in cur survey. The value of time associated with boats in

that category was then multiplied by this factor, the result being tabulated

in column J.
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This procedure of adjusting the velue of time on the basis cf

the square of the length ratio was based principally upon the experience

of the author, and is difficult to justify otherwise than on a subjective

basis. It is obvious however that the relationship between length and

cost must be at least linear, that is when we double the length of the

vessel binder consideration we must at least double its cost. As a riatter

cf fact since the object under consideration is three dimensional, there

id be much justification for the argument that the cost of the vessel

should be proportional to its volume and therefore that the cost should

vary with the cube l of the length. For this reason an adjustment based

on the square of the length ratio, while undoubtedly not absolutely ace -

rate, is at least rational and probably conservative.

The second adjustment executed in Table lh- was designed to compen-

sate for the deviation of the percentage of boats surveyed in each category

frcm the percentage of boats in that category in the general bos ulation

The percentage of boats in each category in general beat population is

listed in column K. In order to make this adjustment, the deciral expres-

sion of these percentages were multiplied by bhe length adjusted value of

e listed in column J, the result bein^ tabulated in column L. This pr -

cedure weights each figure for its act frequency of occurrence in the

general beat population . The total of column J then represents the final

overall average value of time to Seattle pleasure boat owners. This total

Indicates that the value of time to l'>eattle yachtsmen in general is $10.56

?cr hour.
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pari son with * rcvlcus '
:bv.dle;

In the 1950 feasibility study of the Shilshole Bay break -water

project {;), U. '. Array Engineers parallel in many respects the economic

analyses undertaken herein, the point -under consideration being the bene-

fits that would accrue by the elimination of complete trips thr he

ship canal rather than by reductions in travel time. In the section in

2h pleasure craft were considered, it was estimated that the average

annual cost of ownership and operation of pleasure craft amounted to 1050.

An attempt was made in this study to discover how this figure related to the

number of hours of use of the vessels in question. In our own stud;

ever it was discovered that the average owner used his boat abou

per year. This would seen to indicate that the average boat owner spends

only about #i.20p«r hour for use of his craft. This is only '+0

nean value of time resulting from our own survey and associated coraputatJ

Examination of the numerical analyses utilized by Am: t in

their study shows some minor differences in interest rates employed and

on, but there is n< mechanical feature which will satisfac account

for the large variation between the figures cbtained in that study and in

the study undertaken pursuant to this thesis.

Table \h, at the bottom of column E, shows a simple ave nnual

ownership and operation cost of $212U.7U. This figure divided by the aver-

age annual hours of use would .rive a value of time of about '

. er hour.

Note this is an unadjusted figure. This is still almost twice the value

based on Army Engineers work. In view of this large and seemingly inexpli-

cable difference, it would be no more than prudent to suggest that the su -

ject of the value of time requires further investigate n

.





CHAPTER VI

SAVINGS IN TRAVEL TI)

Review of Methodology

It will be remembered that in chapter k, during the development

of the theory and methodology necessary to this study, equation 15 was

adopted to express the mathematics required for the economic analyses

the facilities proposed herein.

(15) J = KV4t

this relationship holds the justifiable cost of an additional facility to

be equal to a constant multiplied by the value of time, multiplied again

by the time savings occasioned by use of the proposed facility. At this

point in the development of our investigation, both the constant and the

value of time necessary to this equation are available for use, the one in

table 6, the other in table Ik .

It will also be remembered that an equation was developed express-

ing the magnitude of travel time savings in terms of the difference be-

tween the transit time through the proposed new facility and that t

the present large lock multiplied by the number of vessels that would use

the new facility in preference to tne large lock.

(20) At = N(t
x

- t
f

)

The task to be undertaken in this chapter is the quantification of

the savings in travel time that would be realized through the installation

of one or mere of the proposed facilities. This will involve the determi-

nation of the transit time associated with the present large lock, the

estimation of the transit time that may be expected tc be associated wit.

each of the proposed new facilities, and the estimation, for each of these
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facilities of the anount of traffic that may be expected to use that facil-

ity in preference to the present installation. In addition it will be

remembered that in Chapter 3 vhen the construction of an additional

lockage facility was first proposed, the consideration of exactly vhat

size lock should be built was deferred until later. This question also

will be considered in this chapter.

Lock Record Types

There are five distinct types of records available fcr study at

Hiram M. Chittenden Locks. These include the following: waterway Traffic

Report, Register of Vessel Traffic Through Locks or Waterways, Report of

a ;es and Number of Vessels, Classification of Vessels Passing the

Locks, and the ilnnual Summary of Vessel Classification.

The Waterway Traffic Report is the form, referred to frequently

in Chapter [], that must be filled out by each vessel passing the

locks. Information available on these forms includes the name cf each

vessel passing the locks, its owner, destination, cargo, draft, displace-

ment, etc. These records are the basis for all mere compact compilations

of lockage data and while relatively detailed, unfortunately

information that would be of considerable interest in studies. ck

operations. No use was made cf these records in the prep: of th

report.

The Register of Vessel Traffic Through Locks or Waterways is a

compilation of Waterway Traffic Reports for each lockage through each

lock. T;;ese records contain the name or number cf each ve

through the locks, an indication of its type, its displacement and the
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of opening of the lock gate at upper and lever pool level for the

transit in which each group of vessels passed the locks. Since trans-

portation costs should certainly be a function of data recorded in detail

in this record type (vessel type, displacement and transit time), it

should be possible, using these records, to make extremely accurate cal-

culations of transportation costs for every type and size of vessel pass-

ing the locks. however, because of the vast volume of records that must

be considered even for a single year, such calculations would, even with

the aid of electronic data processing, be extremely time consuming and

onerous. Such a calculation is indeed far beyond the scope of this thesis,

more compact record formats being utilized for our purposes herein except

for the discussions of transit time and lock efficiency later in this

chapter. It is probable that this is the type of record which would form

the basio of an extended study of the ship canal system of the sort pr -

posed In the final chapter of this report.

In the report of Lockages and Number of Vessels, the number of

lockages with vessels, the number of lockages without vessels, and the

number of vessels passing through the locks is totaled up for each lock

fturing each of three shifts of each day. Data extracted from these

records was employed in the succeeding oection concerned with the determi-

nation of the number of vessels that may be expected to use new, rather

than presently existing, facilities.

The classification of Vessels Passing the Locks is a tabulation

for each of the two locks for each day, of the total number and displace-

ment of vessels in each of several categories passing the locks. Cate-

gories considered include ships, barges, tugs, small craft, fishing boats,
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U. 3. vessels, and foreign vessels. It is data from these records that

used as the basis for estimates made herein of the number of vessels

that may be expected to use the proposed facilities in preference to

facilities already in existence.

The Annual Gummary of Vessel Classification is a tabulation and

imary by months of the acre detailed data contained in the previously

mentioned Classification of Vessels Passing the Locks. Data extracted

from these records was used in Chapter 1 (see Table k and Figure k) to

describe the overall annual fluctuation ci' braffic in the ship canal

syste .

Determination of ."Lee of Proposed Additional lock

When the possibility of providing an additional lock was first

proposed in Chapter 3> it was mentioned that there are conflicting criteria

militating one against the other concerning the selection of the most de-

sirable size for such a facility. On the one hand we want a lock which

will pass traffic through as rapidly as possible thus holding travel time

accruing to vessels transiting the facility to a minimum; while en the

other we want a facility large enough to be capable of absorbing the lar

peak loads which occur on weekends and holidays. The very existence of

the present installation provides us with the best of all possible data

necessary to select the correct size for an additional lock. The exist-

ing large lock, while not the largest in the world, is certainly one of

the larger of such installations in existence and the small lock is very

small indeed. Whatever size of lock we select for our additional facility

cannot lie far outside the limits delineated by the present establishment

.
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In the first four columns (A,B,C,D) of Tables 15 and iC are tat -

lated data extracted from the previously mentioned Resister of Traffic

Through Locks or Waterways . Table 15 contains data applicable to t

;e lock vhile Table 16 tabulates data concerning the smaller facility.

The observations listed in these Tables were selected mere or less at

lorn from the available records to cover the range from lockages con-

taining very few vessels to lockages dur ich the lock chambers were

severely crowded. Column A of each table lists the number of vessels in

the chamber of the appropriate lock during a specific transit. Columns

B and C list the times of opening of the lock ;ates for ingress of vessels

into the locks and egress of vessels from the locks after completion of

the transit. The difference between these two times is the actual time

occupied in lifting and lowering the vessels involved and is tabulated

in Column D. To each of the tir.es listed in Column D is added the mini-

time necessary to return the water level in the lock chamber to its

original position thus completing the cycle (10 minutes for the large

lock and 5 minutes for the small lock) . The sum of Columns D and E is

then the full cycle len :th and is tabulated in Column F. Divic

Column A (number of vessels in the chamber) by Column F (cycle length in

minutes) and n by 60 jives the rate of traffic flew in vessels

per hour and is tabulated in Column G. Various dats from these tables

rented graphically in Figures 10, 11 and 2. .
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TABLE 15

RANDOMLY SELECTED TRANSITS - LARGE LOCKABC
Number Time of Time of

of Opening Opening
Vessels Gates for Gates

in Vessel for
Chamber Ingress Vessel

Egress

D E F
Actual Return Cycle
Lift/Lower Time Length
Time Minutes Minutes
Minutes

Traffic flow
Vessels/hour

89 1655 1755 60

78 1635 1715 Uo

66 1515 1605 50

72 1620 1710 50

68 1725 1800 35

69 1815 1855 ho

1900 1910 10

21* 2005 2100 55

15 2125 2200 35

10 0750 0800 10

k 09^5 0955 10

3h 1130 1220 50

25 lUto 1515 35

36 1605 16^5 to

58 1630 1720 50

88 1730 1835 65

to 1850 1950 60

80 1610 1700 50

7* 1710 1755 ^5

66 1805 1850 1*5

10

10

70 76

50 9h

60 72

60 72

^5 91

50 83

50 8U

55 26

35 26

20 30

20 12

60 3^

^5 33

50 ^3

60 >:

75 70

70 3^

60 30

55 81

55 2
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TABLE 16

RANDOMLY SELECTED TRANSITS - SMALL LOCK

A

Number of

Vessels

in

Chamber

B
Time of

Opening
Gates for
Vessel
Ingress

c

Time of

Opening
Gates for
Vesael
Excess

D
Actual

Lift/Lover
Time
Minutes

E

Return

Time
Minutes

F
Cycle

Length
Minutes

G
Traffic

Flow
Vessel/hour

16 1035 1055 20 5 25 3S.li

111 1120 1145 25 5 30 28

2 2335 23^5 10 5 15 8

1 0015 0020 5 5 10 6

1 0230 02k) 10 5 15 k

2 0510 0515 5 5 10 12

3 0630 06h5 15 5 20 9

k 07^ 0750 10 5 15 16

5 0335 50 15 5 20 15

8 101+0 1050 10 5 15 32

11 1115 1135 20 5 25 26 .h

6 1305 1320 15 5 20 2h

10 1U00 lU20 20 5 25 2k

11 1825 18^(0 15 5 20 33

7 1635 16^5 10 5 15 28
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Equation 20 indicates that any savings in travel time that we may

reap from a new installation will, for a given magnitude of transit time

through the present installation, be inversely proportional to the transit

time through the new facility. This means that it will be inversely pro-

portional to the cycle length, for as we shall see later (at least for

locks) transit time is approximately 1.5 times the cycle length. With

this fact in mind and mindful also that the criteria we are attempting

to satisfy demand maximum traffic flow rate combined with minimum transit

time or cycle length, let us examine Figure 10.

This figure is a plot of vessels per cycle against cycle length.

It may easily be seen that there is considerable variation from any

mean curve. The curves shown for the two locks however, represent ade-

quately the performance of these locks. Several operational characteris-

tics of the present installation are apparent in this presentation. Note

that the greatest number of vessels shown to ever have passed through the

snail lock in a single cycle is l6 and that the mean curve extends only

as far as 1*+ vessels per cycle. The mean curve for the large lock on

the otherhand, extends as high as 89 vessels per cycle. Note also that

the mean curves, and indeed all plots, terminate at roughly the 10 and

20 minute ordinates of cycle length. This is caused by the fact that the

minimum time required for simple hydraulic operation of the locks is five

and ten minutes each way for the small and large locks respectively.

Other features worth mentioning are the verticality of the mean curve

for the large lock between the abcissas of 30 and 75 vessels per cycle

and the displacement to the left of the mean curve far the small lock

from that for the large lock.
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Three facts may be induced from these observations. First there

is the rather obvious point that the large chamber of the large lock

confers a greater capacity to pass traffic. Secondly ve may infer that

this great chamber capacity carries with it the penalty of dispropor-

tionately increased cycle length. Lastly ve may see that the small lock,

within its capacity, operates more efficiently as is witnessed by the

displacement of the mean curve for the small lock to the left.

Figure 11 plots the number of vessels passed through the locks

in a single cycle against the rate of traffic flow, in vessels per

hour, achieved thereby. In this presentation the essential efficiency

and superiority of the smaller of the two installations is even mere

obvious. • You may note that for any given number of vessels in a single

lockage, the small lock is able to achieve a greater rate of traffic

flow. It ic also worthwhile mentioning here that the maximum practical

rate of traffic flow which the smaller installation seems to be capable

of handling is about 30 vessels per hour at chamber loads of 10 vessels

per cycle. Referring now to Figure 12 we see that when rate of traffic

flow is plotted against cycle length(which you will remember is inverse-

ly proportional to travel time savings) we may see the efficiency

the small lock again demonstrated. Note that at rates of fl about

30 vessels per hour, the small lock is averagin out 22 minutes >cr

cycle. In order to achieve the same rate of flow, cycles in the large

lock must r.in about ^9 minutes on the avcra ;e

.

If we must build a new lock to handle traffic loads in the Lake

Washington Ship Canal, then whet we want is a lock tliat retains
(

even improves upon) the operational efficiency of the present small lock,
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but which vill at the same time enable us to achieve the maximum rates

of traffic flow of which the large lock is capable. By this time it

whould be obvious that the most desirable type of installation would

be one more or less similar to the present small lock. As we aw in

-.ire 12, we may expect from such an installation a practical maximum

traffic rate of about 30 vessels per hour at a cycle length of 20 minutes

To match the maximum traffic handling capacity of our large lock we would

need at least two such installations operating simultaneously, situated

parallel to one another outboard of the present small lock . The next

step of thought beyond this is, instead of imagining two additional

separate small locks, to conceive of a single vide lock-chamber having

two or more traffic lanes and the requisite number of sets of multiple

lock gates. Such an arrangement might possibly be made to operate even

faster than 30 minutes per cycle (by limiting the number of vessels using

each lane to even less than 10 vessels) while simultaneously providing

traffic handling capacity in excess of that presently available in the

large lock.

The principal disadvantage of this type of lock would be inefficient

use of water at light or intermediate rates of traffic flow and inability

to achieve further efficiencies of operation by means of staggering the

cycles of multiple small locks so that one or another is always in the

process of accepting traffic, etc.

In order to make a reasonable definitive examination of the eco-

nomic possibilities opened up by installations of the type discussed in

the preceding paragraphs, all of these possibilities will be examined.
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To rephrase this more precisely, justii'io.ble costs of the following

Installations will he calculated; first an additional, single -chambered

small lock of approximately the same dimensions as the present installa-

tion; second, a lock }.aving two separate chambers each of the same dimen-

sions of the present small lock; and third a wide, single clambered,

multi-lane lock having a traffic capacity of 60 vessels per hour or more.

Determination of Transit Time Through large Lock

There is no problem in establishing a value for t , the transit

time through the large lock required for use in equation 20. Figure 10

shows quite clearly the strong tendency of the cycle length to vary be-

tween relatively narrow limits throughout a large range of chamber load-

ings. Gince the phenomena which we are considering, that of forced

passage through the large lock due to overcrowding of the smaller facility,

occurs only during high traffic days and in times of great traffic density,

it is quite reasonable to assume that a 55 minute cycle length will be by

far that most frequently encountered during these times. Note tliat at

chamber loadings greater than about 75 vessels per cycle, cycle length

again seems to increase. Any error that this causes may, we hope, be

balanced out by the shorter cycle length experienced at chamber loadi;

less than 30 vessels per cycle.

Let us now turn our attention once a.^ain to the pattern of

operation of the locks during periods of heavy traffic. During these

times there is a constant stream of vessels arriving at the locks for

passage. If we assume a constant arrival rate and assume th.at the

arrival rate never surpasses the maximum rate of traffic flow of which
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the two locks are capable, then we may say that the average vessel arriv-

ing for passage through the large lock must wait half a cycle of that lock

"before being admitted to the chamber for passage. Looking at this another

way, a vessel which arrives at the lock just as the gates close must wait

a full cycle before it is admitted into the lock chamber for passage, while

a vessel arriving just as the lock gates open to admit a chamber load is

admitted immediately. The mean wait then is half a cycle. On this basis

the transit time through the large lock during periods of heavy traffic

may be said to be 1.5 times the cycle length.

In actuality this is somewhat of a simplification. The rate of

arrival of vessels at the lock is never constant but varies continually;

the maximum traffic handling capacity of the combined locks is frequently

exceeded so that some vessels must wait more than a full cycle for passage;

and the vessel next in line for passage after the last vessel for the cur-

rent cycle has been admitted into the large lock seldom has to wait a full

cycle for passage but rather is usually able to pass through the small lock

during it cycle. These factors interact quite complexly and the author

doubts that they are subject to theoretical analysis.

If a more detailed study of this problem were undertaken, it

would probably involve continuous observation of traffic flow patterns

in order to make a precise determination of the travel time experienced

by each individual vessel passing the locks. This of course would have

to be done either photographically, pictures being taken at say, one minute

intervals, or by means of a team of observers continuously on duty at the

locks

.
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For our purposes here however, ve will assume that the ::ean

vessel passing through the locks in a given cycle accrues travel tine in

the amount of 1.5 times the cycle length. The value of t then, should

equal 1.5 multiplied by 55 divided by 60 or, 1.375 hours.

Determination of t and N
f

In order to equip ourselves completely with entering arguments

for use in equation 20, it is now necessary that ve estimate both the trans-

it time through these facilities which ve have proposed and the number

vessels which will use one or another of those facilities in preference

to the large lock. To facilitate this, Table 17 presents a tabulation,

adopted from various of the records available at the locks, summarizing

the number of pleasure craft using the locks during the past six years and

shewing the distribution of days of varying traffic intensity. Since both

the transit time and the number of vessels diverted are interdependent, it

will be convenient to consider both of these quantities simultaneously for

each variety of installation being investigated.

ijarine Railways

It will be remembered from Chapter 3 that the proposed marine

railway installation was to be oval in form so that the beat conveying cars,

once emptied of their load, might pass back to pick up another vessel via

a track in the opposite direction, thus insuring an efficient one-way cir-

culation of cars on the tracks. This system obviously may be extended to a
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multi-track layout. Boats would travel in the predominant direct! n

traffic flow over all but one of the available sets of tracks and the

nainin.;,; set would ue used for car return, appropriate connections bein

by switches. Systems of two tracks (the minimum number), three and four

tracks will be considered. Consideration of the minimum layout will jive

us the minimum justifiable cost of any marine railway installation, while

consideration of a four-track layout is desirable since the capacity of

such an arrangement would approximate the capacity of a single chambered

small loci:.

As far as capacity joes, the controlling factor, as was mentioned

previously, for a marine railway installation is the probable excess of

time required as each vessel is loaded onto a car. As was mentioned in

Chapter 3 it is virtually inconceivable that vessels could be loaded on

cars at a rate nore rapid than cne each five minutes, thus limitin 5 a

single lane of track to a capacity of twelve vessels per hour. Since

the time that would be spent transiting this kind of installation would

be a combination of loading time plus unloading time plus actual time

bein,-; drawn up and over the railway, some consideration must be ^iven to

the length of the railway, which is principally dependent upon -ode

employed

.

Slipways designed for major vessels are seldom 3et on grades in

excess of 3$.
T

,ie are not restricted to such flat slopes as these for the

handling of small craft. Beat launching ramps for instance, are commonly

constructed on slopes of 15$. In order both to minimize the lenjth of

track necessary on either side of the dam, thus minimizing the size of

structure required to support the railway, and to reduce transit time to
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a minimum, we would like to have as short a run ox' track as possible en

either side of the dam. This means we want to use as steep a grade as we

possibly can. Assuming that motive power for the cars of such a marine

railway would be provided by a cable arrangement similar to that used f

the San Francisco cable cars, there will be no problem in providing grades

far in excess of those that could be tolerated by passengers in the vessels

transiting the facility. Passenger comfort will be the most important fac-

tor limiting the maximum usable grade. For the purposes of this investiga-

tion we will assume a grade of 20;'.

Referring to Figure 5 and Table 5 ve see that the tide on the

seaward side of the dam fluctuates from about four feet below datum to

15 feet above; the crest of the dam is at an elevation of 3^ feet and

the upper pool is maintained at a level of approximately 21 feet. The

i ean pool level on the seaward side will be about 5»5 feet above datum.

The tracks cannot pass over the dam precisely at the elevation of the

crest. There will have to be some allowance for structural support and

operating machinery. Allowing 3*5 feet clearance over the dam crest

for this, vessels transiting the facility will have an average rise of

about 32 feet from lower pool level to the crest and a rise of l6.5 feet

from the upper pool to the crest for a total rise and fall of about

•5 feet. In order not to strain the credibility of our limits of accu-

racy, we will round this off to 50 feet of rise and fall. At a grade of

20$, which is equal to five feet of run for each foot of rise, the facili-

ty will occupy a total of 250 feet horizontally and the slant distance which

would need to be traversed would be approximately 255 feet.
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If ve assume a rate of movement In the slant plane of five feet

per second (a speed about equivalent to a fast walk) a vessel could travel

the len ;tl f the tracks in about 51 seconds. Rounding this off to one

. te and assuming an additional minute of reflotation time, ve arrive

at the conclusion that a vessel should be able to transit such a marine

railway in approximately seven minutes. For the marine railway installa-

tion then, ve will use t
,
equal to l/dO or 0.117 hours. This value is re-

corded in Table 20. = time it will take for a vessel to transit a

rine railvey installation is independent of the number of lanes ?ra-

Ltaneously, this same transit time will hold no matter how many

Lanes of track are available for use.

In order to estimate the number of vessels that would be diverted

fr : tl e resent lar e lock t t o new facility we will use the data

available to us in Table 17. Column E through M of this table lict the

number of days in the past six years during whic e number of pleasure

craft transiting the large leek was between the : specified in t

coluiiin headings. The basic assumption that will be used to convert this

data into estimates of the number of craft diverted to the proposed faci-

lity will be that the proposed facility vill operate at its maximum rate

of traffic flow for a period of time equivalent tc that necessary for the

present lar ;e lock to pass the same amount of traffic at a rate of traffic

flow typical of a high capacity day. Additional assumptions will be that

rate of traffic flow achieved throu varies more or

less In proportion to the total amount of traffic passed and t - n days

of relatively lov traffic, the traffic vill be spread out sufficiently
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for cur proposed facility to handle the entire load.

Based en these assumptions, the figures shown in columns E

through M of Table 17 are converted into estimated numbers of vessel:;

diverted to the various sizes of rmrine railway by means of a more cr

less logical procedure which is described in detail in Appendix I.

Eacn estimate is listed .in Table 18 and the total estimated diverted

vessels for eac'.; of the years under consideration is calculate.! and

entered in the appropriate column (D through F) of Table 20.

] e 1

t

ways

As was mentioned in Chapter 3> considerably greater rates of

traffic flow can probably be realized over beltways than over marine

railways since little or no maneuvering need be done for a vessel to enter

the beltvay. The controlling aspect of such an installation would probe

be the provision of enough distance between successive vessels on the belt

so that ti:ere w e no danger of collision at the point of re-entry

into the water. In consequence of this, we will assume a one minute

separation between boats transiting the small single beltvay, and a tw

minute separation between larger vessels transiting the double beitway.

B.sed on these assumptions a traffic flow of 60 vessels t cr hour could

be achieved over the small beitway and a flow of 30 vessels per hour

over the larger double beitway.

Using the same 20^ grade assumption as was used for the marine

railway, ve find that the beitway would be of approximately the same ler.
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TABLE 18

ESTIMATE OF VESSELS DIVERTED TO MARINE RAILWAY

A B C D E F G I J

Facility Table 17
Column

Mean Traffic

ve Inciden-

Vessels
- per day

tal Diverted 195 L .
1060 196l 1962 1X3

E
0'

Two lenes F 20 20 1540 1300 l46o 1320 2040 ll60

i tr G 65 22 440 k ): 506 418 528

H 140 44 336 704 7.-2 1144 924
(coe Traf- T 240 55 60 5 1155 770
fic & one J 340 77 924 539 462 847
ret-.irn) ]C »»4o 5 495 19?

L 540 121 363 121 121 363 242 242
—

—

— 731 132

59"4 T--.
"

5329 4669

3 lanes E

tr* - F 20 20 1540 1300 1460 1320 2040 1160

G 65 44 968 1012 336 1056
U 140 1672 140 1584 1144 2288
I 240 110 1210 1650 1540 2310 1650 1540
J 34o 15k 1848 1078 » 1694 924 1694
K 44o 990 990 792 396 396 396
L 540 242 726 2h 2 2^2 726 4 r'4

M -- -- 1562 264 836

TOE 10428 7000 5412 x;02 8618
•

6

b lar.es E

track F 20 20 1540 1300 1460 1320 2040 1100
n 65 65 1300 1430 845 1495 1235 1560
H 140 132 2508 2112 2376 1716 3^32 2772
I 240 165 1815 2475 2310 3465 2475 2310
J 3k) 231 2772 1617 2079 2541 1386 2541
K 4io 297 14-35 1485 1188 594 5 .li 594
L 540 336 1003 336 336 1008 672 672
M -- -- 2343 396 1254 -- -- —

TOTALS 14771 14771 1115:L 119**fl 12:139 i:L834 111
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Assumin r a nin a five foot per second velocity in the slant plane along

the beltway, transit time ever the smaller beltway vould be again approx-

imately one minute. It is thought better, since the larger double belt-

way vould be hand1 in ; a larger and probably less resilient vessel, to

reduce the assumed speed for this dual installation to half that of the

smaller beltway, or 2.5 feet per second. This would result in a transit

time of twice that for the smaller belt or about 2 minutes . These are

equivalent to transit times of about 0.017 hours for the single belt and

0.033 hours for the dual arrangement, giving difference in transit time

between these facilities and the presently installed large lock of 1.

and 1.3^2 hours respectively

.

Estimation of the number of vessels during the past several years

that would be diverted from the present large lock to trie two sizes of

teltway is carried t Ln Table 19 « In columns A and B of this table are

listed the year and the number of pleasure craft that transited the la:

lock during these years. In colurns C and D are shown the number of days

that the number of pleasure craft transiting the large lock was less than

ten and over eleven. For days during which the number of craft transiting

the large lock was less than ten, the mean incidental traffic through the

lock was assumed to be five vessels per day. On days when this traffic was

greater ttian eleven vessels per day, the incidental traffic was again

assumed to be ten vessels per day* Based on these assumptions, columns

E and F were tabulated by multiplying column C by five and column E by

ten, the line totals of columns E and F being shown in column G. Sub-

tracting this figure from the number of pleasure craft transiting the large
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lock for trie entire year give6 the non-incidental traffic for the year as

tabulated in co

!

It will be remembered t'at vhen in Chapter 3> the beltways vere

originally discussed, it was mentioned that a single beltvay could accomo-

date only mere or less flat bottomed vessels, that Ls, outboard motcrbcats

and small sailboats. The dual teltway arrangement was Introduced tc over-

e this defect, but because of the necessary split between belts it vas

felt that this type of beltvay would not accomodate the smaller class of

a sure b< ats.

Returning ence again t< . be Jet

• ats and small sailing craft amount tc 11.7$ and 11.0$ of the b

Ltion by number respectively, the total of the two types heir. - C? .'

sly the remainin . f the bc< . . tion includes the lar

classes of pleasure craft. By multiplying these percentages (s \ Ln

n-lncidental traffic listed in c rrive

at the total divertable traffic i'<.r the six years tder < ration

shown in c J and

Remembering that the single beltvay ms a capacity of oO ve3se

per hour, it is readily apx^arent that this s< jility is completely

eatable of handling the relatively small portion of the total traffic

represented by the fibres in column J of Table 19. Therefore these fig-

ures are entered in Table 20 without further manipulation. In the sa

way vnen we examine column L, the number of vessels that could possibly

be diverted from the lar^e lock to a dual beltvay, remembering that t

capacity of this beltway is 30 vessels per hour, we >ee that in compc.
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to the figures generated in Table 13 for a 36 vessel marine railvay in-

stallation, the figures in column L compare quite closely with those

estimated by an entirely different procedure. Therefore the values listed

in column L of Table 19 are also entered directly in the appropriate

spaces of Table 20 without additional manipulation.

Locks

Assuming that our proposed additional small locks have tie same

general chamber dimensions and operating cl aracteristics as the present

smaller installation, reference to Figure 12 shows that traffic flows en

the order of 30 vessels per hour could be achieved through such facility

at a cycle length of 20 minutes per cycle. It will be remembered t) at for

a single lock., the transit time was said to be equal to 1.5 times the cycle

lengtli. This will not be true for the proposed additional one or two

small lock chambers. Interaction of these proposed facilities one with

the other and with the present small lock will reduce the effective tran-

sit tine through the total facility to less tijan 1.5 times the cycle

le th. Using the same line of reasoning employed in trie original dec

tion of the 1.5 cycle length relationship, and as staggered cycl.

of two parallel small locks, we may see that a vessel apj r such

a double installation would not have to wait a full half cycle before

being admitted to the lock cliamber but only a quarter cycle. This means

that the transit time through such a facility would be only 1.25 times

the cycle length.
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When an installation of two additional small lock c .ambers is

considered, giving a system of three small locks work in , in parallel a

presumably with staggered lock cycles, ve may t .at the

transit time through the total facility will be 1.17 times the cycle

length. Since the assumed cycle length is 20 minutes or 0.33 hours, the

transit times through the proposed single and dual additional small leeks

will be 0.U2 and 0.39 hours respectively. Since the -lane

lock was assumed to have approximately the same operations characteristics,

both hydraulically and otherwise, as the present small lock but capable of

at least double the traffic capacity, transit time through this facility,

remembering that it will interact with the present].;/ existing installa-

tion, will be the same as for one additional lock chamber of the same

•nsions as the small lock or O.J+2 hours.

The number of vessels that would be diverted from the present

lar*e lock to these proposed facilities is quite easy to determine.

We have subjected the quadruple track marine railway having a capacity

of 36 vessels per hour to a detailed analysis. It seems more than rea-

sonable to assume that a single additional snail lock would pass s pr -

portional amount of traffic, that is 30/36 of that already calc -

la ted for the four-lane marine railway. Figures based on *atio are

entered in the appropriate locations in Table 20.

We have already mentioned that two additional small lock cliambers

give us a capacity of 60 vessels per hour in excess of t at presently

available. Such capacity is undoubtedly equal t , r greater than, the

practical sustained traffic liandling capacity of the large lock. For

this reason a facility consisting of two additional small lock chambers
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will be assumed to be capable of carrying the full lead of non-inciden-

tal traffic calculated in column H of Table 19 • These fi iave been

transferred directly to Table 20. For the same reason these same figures

are assumed to be representative of the amount of traffic that vould be

diverted into a multi-lane lock and are sh< sin in the portion of

Table 20 appropriate to this facility.

Computation of Intimated Travel Time 3avinjs

At this state, Table 20 contains all information necessary to the

calculation of savings in travel time by means of equation 20 . The te

h ' t
f

may be evaluated by subtracting the transit tiir.es for the proposed facili-

ties as listed in column E of Table 20 from the transit tine for the lar

lock as listed in the same column of the same Table. This is the difference

in transit time that may be achieved through the installation of any one

of the proposed facilities and is listed in column C. This value when

multiplied by the estimated number cf vessels Id have been di-

verted to these new facilities during the past several years, as tabulated

in columns D through I, jives the values of total savin ;s in travel

in vessel hours, for these years for each facility and are tabulated in

columns J throi 0.

We new have available to us all inf< n necessary to estimate

the justifiable cost of the various proposed improvements to the locks.





CHAPTER VII

JUSTIFIABLE COSTS OF IMPROVEMENTS

R-view of Methodology

R' ferring once again to Chapter k, it will be remembered that an

equation was developed incorporating all necessary factors and concepts

required to calculate the justifiable initial cost of investment in any one

of the proposed improvements of the locks. This relationship equated the

justifiable original investment to the total annual savings in travel tLr
.ie

occasioned by a given facility, multiplied by the value of tLme to yachts-

men using the facility, multiplied again by a constant dependent upon

various factors including oaintainance requirements, interest rate, and

service life.

After making the requisite assumptions, values of the constant K

were tabulated in Table 7. In Chapter 5 the results cf ciie survey of

yachtsmen using the Lake Washington Ship Canal were manipulated as re-

quired to calculate the value of time to these users, this value be_

.56 per hour for the general boat population. It is worthwhile menti

;
at this point that since only limited classes of vessels could pass

over either of the two types of beltways proposed, this figure for the

value cf time will not apply to either cf these facilities. It is however

possible to calculate the val .e of time to be applied to each ese

facilities by reference to Table ik . When tr.e adjusted cost of ownership

and operation c£ vessels per hour of use an tabulated in column J of Table

1** is aj>] rorriately weighted fcr the segments of the boat ..ation usin
,

the sin-ie and double beltways respectively, values of time . 5 and

2.% are found to be appropriate fcr use with these facilities.
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Calculation c f Justifiable Cost

The calculation oi' the Justifiable cost of each of t i iposed

facilities is carried cut in Table 21. The facility under consideration

Identified in column A of this table and the constant and value of tine

appropriate to each facility are listed in columns B and C. Columns D

; jh I contain a listing if the savings of travel time Ln vessel hours

as calculated previously. By neans of equation 15 then, E'iable costs

for each facility under the traffic load of each of the years shown in the

.ran headings are calculated and listed in columns J through 0. These

figures have been rounded cff to the nearest thousand dollars since no

greater pretense cf accuracy could possibly be justified en the basis of

the assumptions node

.

Originally, it was the author's intention to display graphically

the variation in justifiable cost for those facilities considered. Upon

attempting to do this however, it was found that the calculated justifiable

b defended p ally upon the variation in traffic t the

er beij rrelated with tine ;rosr number of pleasure

s. The numerical for;-; in which t Its of this

investigate n e resented in Table 21 see i
he the b< i lay i f this

information possible

.

Desirabil' t. .e<i Projects

First of all, with regard to time, it nay be seen that the Justi-

ce cost of all -..rejects listed in Table 21 were at their hi -host level
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in 1958. Justifiable cost", dropped sharply in 1959 > rose in i960 and

196l* dropped off again in 19&2 and rose again somewhat in lX>3- This

illustrates quite clearly the way in which peaks in traffic flow have

tended to spread out in later years under the influence of congestion

pressure in the system. There is an implied suggestion here that the

justifiable cost of improving the present installation at the locks may

net rise in proportion to the total increase in traffic flow through the

ays tern

.

Considering the desirability of individual facilities, it is ob-

vious that the justifiable cc st of the single beltway which can handle

only flat bottomed outboard aotorboats and centerboard sailing craft is

so low as to be well below the limit of possibility. The justifiable

cost of the dual beltway, on the c the rhand, is quite high, but one must

remember that this proposal presupposes trie possibility of constructing

a beltway capable of handling vessels havinj large underwater projections.

Ls and the fact that such a beltway would have to handle a great variety

of widely differing hull forms imposes nearly insuperable de sign problems

is proposal.

Examining the proposals inv lvin ; construction of additional locks,

ve see that in 195^ (the year of greatest justifiable cost), e single

Ltional lock chamber would r„ave accrued benefits sufficient to j

nvestment of well over three -quarters of a million dollars while two

parallel small Ice.- chambers would hove accrued benefits justifying an

expenditure of over a million and a quarter dollars. Concurrently ve see

that the justifiable cost of the :sed wide, multi-la 195^

would also have been nearly a million and a quarter dollars. This, while
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an impressive sun, would not be sufficient to actually construct the

proposed facilities. The cost of the present double lock and a dan, built

in 19l6, was about tvo and a quarter million dollars (12). Since then,

the Engineering News Record construction coot index lias risen from about

120 to about 900 or 7 tines (13)« This means that today it would cost

ver sixteen and a half million dollars to duplicate the present installa-

tion. Obviously, when viewed in this light, one and a quarter million

dollars wuld net 30 very far towards building the proposed additional locks.

Turnin ; new to the consideration of marine railways we find only

a slightly more encouraging situation. In order to handle the traffic

loads occurrin * in the year 195^ > an expenditure of $360,000 would have

been justified upon a two track marine railway. The three track facility

would be better since the addition of only hall' again as much track would

justify an expenditure of three-quarters a ^ain as much money. The four

-rack arrangement is better yet, the installation of a tnird again

as much track justifying the expenditures of mere than a third again as much

money. Since it provides the jreatej.t capacity the four track railway is

- most desirable of the three sizes. The question of course, is whether

or not such a project could actually be built with the $888,000 indicated

the justifiable cost of such a structure.

From a cost standpoint, marine railways and beltway.; are attractive

since they do not require the expensive building of temporary coffer dans

necessary for construction of an additional lock. In addition, if a rail-

way instal .ild be designed with operational ciiaracteristi.es superior

tc the rather severely limited characteristics assumed in this study, such
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en installation iave an even greater justifiable cost.
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A/rain it et he pointed out that since able cost see tc be
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1 3-J den able costs of proposed facilities will have
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enable ore precipe calculation of the me benefits to be

a ned fror. possible improvements than has been made in thi s investigation.

In addition there unquestionably are large benefits to be gained by com-

mercial establishments, both by those connected directly with the boot

industry and those which are simply users of waterways, which have not been

considered in the slightest herein. The isolation of these additional

benefits can have no other effect but to make any proposed solution to the

congestion problem appear ore beneficial.

It should be pointed out that the previous comnent concerning the

operational characteristics of marine railway installations applies equally

to ell other types of proposed facilities. If any of these types of in-

stallations are found to have operational characteristics superior to

those assumed herein, the effect would be to enhance the desirability of

that particular type of installation.

ct of C:v:par-rou Vith other Projects

Jn the past several pages we have repeatedly spoken rather blithely

of "jui st." ust now be stated, or perhaps rectated, that

this justifiable c >st is the a ' restnent permissible i ore

stringent criterion other than absol ar al profitability (

is to say no profitability at all' iposed upon the decision to con-

struct the improvement under consideration. If we compare these projects

• other series of projects, say a group of propor

tenl ch are of reater then

a] n our proposed loc' ts are even less favorable than t
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appear already. If, for instance, we compared our proposec lock improvement

with a project having a benefit/cost ratio of 2, then to permit correct c

pariaon we would have to halve all of our calculated justifiable costs. All

Of our proposed improvements then are likely to suffer by comparison to

other potential public projects. This line of reasoning leads the author to

the general conclusion that no physical improvement of the locks will be

undertaken in order to relieve the present level of congestion in the sh

al system, nor. since there is no plan for any extended study of the

estion probl* sently in existence, does any physical improvement

the locks see likely in the foreseeable future.

n
: strati ve !

',<.•u e res for Congestion Relief

The early pages of Chapter 3 discussed several possible means of

reducing congestion in the ship canal system by use of educational pro-

grams, streamlining of administrative procedures and traffic information

distributing systems. In view of the conclusions drawn above, measures

this sort would see; to be the only recourse of agencies desirous

ng con n in the ship canal. M st such measures would appear to

be relatively cheap and the evaluation of the reductions in congest

which night thereby be obtained, while beyond the scope of this thesis,

would seer,, to be the next logical step in any effort to improve the present

situation.





CHAPTER VIII

MO] STUDI2! : iNAL CONG:. :

For reasons that for the most part have already been mentioned,

it may veil be desirable Tor some agency, organization or individual to

undertake a more extensive invest: cat i on of the problem of traffic conges-

n in the Ijeki- Ship Canal. Some of the effort involved, in

such a study night possibly be directed toward elimination of sore of the

numerous inadequacies of the present investigation. It is the purpose of

this chapter to s sore of these inadequacies and the ways in which

more extensive ly can be employed in their elimination.

General Theory

n order to eliminate excessively burdensome calculations, this

thesis employed numerous simplifying assumptions to. and mathematical manip-

ulations of, the benefit/cost ratio which would not be required in a si

not operating under the constraint of severe budgetary and personnel limita-

tions. Such a study could operate on a considerably extended theoretical

basis such as might be founded upon the combination of equation 3 with equa-

tion 12. There can be little doubt that the extended categorization

benefits and costs thus obtained would lead to increased accuracy, '."nether

or not such increased accuracy justifies the increased effort is of course,

o atte be left to the discretion of the agency or individual

considering such an undertakin, .

Another extremely serious critic's- that nay be leveled at the

present study is its tacit assumption of i uality. This deficiency

could be attacked by any one of several avenues of approach. Estimates
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could be r ade of the actual cost of constructing proposed projects and

these used to calculate the benefit/cost ratio directly. A mini mum ac-

ceptable rate of return could be used in a rate of return type calculation,

a minimum acceptable rot'

cost rat' os or rates of return achieved on projects already in existence

or competing with the proposed project for acceptance could be substitute"!

as a decision criterion.

Proposed i'aci 11

1

One very important area that should be researched during an extended

study of this problem is that of the universe of conceivable solutions

and reliefs to the congestion problem. The problem, if solved, is not

'ly to be by attacks along conventional lines. Innovation and

ingenuity will be the keys to success if success is in fact obtainable.

Also of great importance is that factual operational characteristics

could be obtained and utilized during an extended study. The operational

characteristics used in the present investigation, while rational and

based to a great extent upon available literature and the opinions of

professional engineers, are nevertheless subjective and not necessarily

pletely representative of reality.

Deter :i;in; the VaL.c of Congestion '.eductions

The methodology used by an extended study to determine the economic

value of reductions in congestions in the ship canal would depend to a
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would eliminate the necessity of rsanipulating a biased ra.ple by

means of only subjectively justified adjustments.

Other "cono-lc Factors

The present invest! ration considered only the benefits that wo

be conferred upon plea re boat owners by improver.en ts at the loci

An extended study could expand this universe to deti enefits that

vould be conferred on commercial users. Also the present study cone

Ly those benefits that vould accrue directly through redactions in

travel required to transit the locks. A -ore comprehensive treat ent

of this problem could include research on the effect of reductions in ac-

cents, reductions in Coast fuard equipment and personnel req 1
' Ire ",o

I i ce the canal, reductions in City of 1 i rbor Police e< ent

and personnel required, the effects of water losses through the locks and

the effects and the reductions or increases in bridge openings at I

arioue spans crossing the ship canal.

An expanded study could also consider the effects of reductions in

congestions on the boating industry in general, on other maritime and

otherwise interested and affected i nd ee, and the economic impact of

congestion or lack thereof on the general economy of the Greater f cattle

Area. There is some tendency to view these rather remote econo

effects as transfer effects are direcly attributable to

'n the cost of transportation itself and not directly meritorious of

consideration as independent benefits to the general economy. While

there is some justification to this view, the author feels that tre

portation benefits have a regenerative effect of the kind known to oc
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in the economic? of money and banking. The decree to which transpor-

tation benefits are thus regenerative would be one of the areas of re-

search worthy of consideration of any agency undertaking a more extended

[y of the ship canal congestion situation.

Travel TIi e Savings

The importance of travel time savings occasioned by improvements

in the ship canal system to the calculation of the benefits conferred

by such an improvement is primarily dependent upon the mathematical

approach employed. In the present study all benefits were held to be

dependent upon travel tine savings. In the extended, compartmentalized

approach an additional study would probably employ, travel time savin

will be at least to some degree less significant. On the basis of the

research into the value of tine incident to this thesis however, the

author is firmly convinced that travel time savings must play a laj

part in any determination of benefits occasioned by reductions in con-

tion at the locks.

Lac both the time and personnel necessary for a more detailed

consideration of travel time savings, the present study made a number

of unset :' sfactory assumptions, simplifications and approximations.

i travel time were assumed to be gained by diversion of ti

the present large lock to some proposed facilty. is an over-

plification since a facility providing more expeditious pass: on

at obtainable from the small lock would also drain off traffic f] :at

installation. The average transit time thr the locks was asi to
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be 1.5 times the cycle length. This presupposes that no vessel waits

longer than one full cycle for admittance to the lock chamber. This

not true. Particularly at high traffic arrival rates, some vessels must

wait considerably longer than this. Father than correlating existing lock

data wi th personal observations, techniques for reducing lock data were

developed on a purely theoretical basis. Even then, the ::.ajori ty of the

available voluminous lockage data were ignored for the sake of brevity

with only the most compact presentations of this data employed.

Supposing that more extensive resources of time, personnel and funds

were available for additional study, ost of these defects could be reme-

died. Teams of observers could be stationed both above and below the locks

each craft approaching the locks could be identified, timed in its passa 1

and afterwards halted and questioned for requisite data. If such a pro-

ram were carried out for a full year and the results analyzed by modern

electronic methods, it would be possible to develop relationships fro

which not only could travel time savings during the current year be cal-

culated but which could be used for correlation of already existing reco

of lockage and subsequent calculation of travel time savings in previous

years. Obviously more extensive time and personnel resources would make

possible the reduction of the present extensive records of lockages in

/ious years to formats suitable for electronic data process'-. .

Other Methods and Considerations

The possibility of adapting the techniques of electronic data pro-

cessing to the keeping of lock records has already been commented upon in
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Chapter 3- Such a step would make possible continuing, precise, r.ecl -

nized study of lock operations, a most desirable situation in view of

the tendency of traffic patterns at the locks to fluctuate with tine.

Such an automated system would not however, obviate the need for human

observation of ship canal traffic although it would probably reduce the

amount of such observation required.

Simulation of operations at the locks by means of an electronic

co puter is an intriguing possibility. With appropriate input data,

such a program would not only be able to predict the pattern of work

operations to be expected under future traffic loads but would also

enable the calculation of travel time savings to a superior degree of

accuracy.

As a ratter of fact, Mr. Kenneth Dueker, Research Instructor

of the University of Washington Department of Civil Engineering,

Transportation Division, is presently experimenting with a computer

simulation of the Ilira:. M. Chittenden Locks. The results of his experi-

ments should be of considerable interest to any person or agency consider

-

additional study of the ship canal system.

One additional possibility that might be worth considering is re-

search into the question of whether or not the more constricted portions

of the ship canal system are approaching their maximum traffic handl:

capacity and what effect this will have on the situation at the locks.

It is obviously uneconomical to expand the traffic handling capacity of

the locks past the traffic handling capacity of the canal itself and ex-

tensive enlargements of the canal would be almost prohibitively expensive,





CHAPTER DC

THE FUTURE OF SEATTLE PLEASURE BOAT]

The Locks

Whether or not any action is taken to improve congested conditions

in the ship canal and at the Locke is certainly not dependent upon the

results o thesis. Even had this investigation concluded that im-

se benefits were to he -ained from improving the lo< Lt is doubt-

ful whether any such action woi I '"act have been token. As it is.

author has concluded that increi the traffic hai

by other than administrative means is uneconoi: cal at the present

e and can offer no greater encouragement than to say that more extensive

study will undoubtedly reveal flaws in the author's theory and methodolo

as veil as re/ealing benefits to be rained fro;, areas of econo; ic aC~

'

not lered herein. Under any circumstances, the author cannot foresee

any expansion of Facilities at ILLrai tenden locks be ertake

wit] ictaole future.

?oat Population

Aseuminj ence of the present general prosperity, and the

resultin- continued harvest of the fruits of autoriation, the Americ

public, flushed with leisure and lucre, will undoubtedly pursue hay

ness in aqueo; s s rroundings with increased intensity. The boat popula-

tion upon every scrap of surface vater extant within our border; be
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expected to rise exponentially; even more so the boat population upon

those waters contiguous to the limitless expanses of the sea. In conse-

quence the boat population upon the waters in vicinity of nreater Seattle

st be expected to increase, and with it the congestion in the ship canal

and at the loch?. As th:' s conreetion Increases to levels not heretofore

ained, it must be expected to exert a depress in ;, or restraining effect

upon its own continued expansion. This self-li:
'

effect T..rill of

course exert a corresuo: Influence on the boating industry in general,

able proportions, due to the previously mentioned re-

generative effect o f'

sportation cost transfers.

to Saltwater

he pressure of congestion in fresh-vater areas will result in in-

creasin ly reater nuhers of boatmen mooring directly upon salt-water

and seldom venturing inland of the locks. The expansion of salt-water

based boating will to a greater or lesser degree compensate for the de-

presi Luence of resh-water congestion. Eventually, the centre

ravity of pleasure boating activities may be expected to shift to

ard of the locks. Such a shift however, is not likely to t8ke place

in the immediate future since the continued increase of boat density in

fresh-water will continue to rake these areas more attractive to potential

investors with the result that salt-water facilities < ay be expected to

expanc- at a di ."proportionally slow rate.
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The Lent 'Jord

latever the pattern of development of pleasure boating in the Lake

dp Canal System, it is unlikely that any analysis of it will

be made which is more penetrating than that said to have been £K?e more

than a century ago by Quillayute, chief of the Chinook Indians when he

said, Late Canim Okeoke Chuck." and by many canoes on that water.'





TYPICAL
'

The succeeding paragraph r c s appendix describe in detail,

for those who are interested . the rather involved logic e ployed in

the required estimates of the number of vecsels that would be

diverted from the present large lock to a marine railway installation.

The specific example considered is the year 195^ but the same process

of course, applies to all other years.

In Colur;n E oi" Table 17 are listed those days during v ben

or fever vessels passed through the large lock. It will be ass-,

these amounts of traffic represent incidental locka es in company w

larger commercial vessels, etc., and would rei Ln no diversion

traffic to proposed facilities, thus zero has been inserted in the appro-

priate locations of Table 1

i traffi

tween 11 and 50 vessels per day. Since this is a relatively low traff

rote and :..rst of necessity represent a relatively low rate of arrival

s all craft at the locks, it will be assumed that all of our proposed

narine railways, even the minimum two lane installat ill be

capable of handling this load. It will aloo be assumed that there will

still be ten craft which pass through the lar e lock ,al

lockages. The ean between the 1 if 11 and 50 vessels per

vessels per a flow o vessels per day abo

the level of 10 vessels per day attributable to incidental locka ;es.

the year 195$, 1
3 vessels per day times 77 days at which this rate oi" flow

occurred rives 15^0 vessel.'- that would be diverted into our proposed





facilities on thesr- >ti I since thi( Te represents the

full divertable traffic on these days, the same figure will apply to the

three and four-lane railways as veil as to the two-lane installation.

Calculations for all other years are of course si dlar and are reeor

in Table 1 .

Column 3 of Table 17 1. ays lying between the lj .::' bs of 50 an

vessels per day, the mean daily flow rate being 75 vessels per day,

or C,5 vessels per day greater than incidental flow. If the rate of flow

through the larre lock were assumed to be about 30 or 32 vessels per cycle,

i it would take about two cycles of tliat lock at 55 minutes or y.'.U:

hours per cycle to pass this amount of traffic. This is equivalent to

about 1.83 hours during which a double-lane marine railway could tranr

about 22 vessels and the triple-lane arrangement could transfer hk.

Gince the four-lane railway could pass 66 vessels, a I or greater than

the roan non-incidental daily traffic, it will be ass ed that the quad-

ruple installation will be able to achieve 10 version or a daily flow

between 51 and 100 vessels per day. For the year 1953 this would have

B ounted to M+O, 1300 vessels that would have been diverted into

the three sizes of marine railway.

Column II of Table 17 lists days on which the traffic through the

e lock was between 100 and 200 vessels per day, the mean be;

vecsels per day, lUO above incidental traffic. At any chamber loading of

the large loch less than kC vessels per cycle, it would take h cycler to

move this •- essels. This would require about 3. outb enabling the

se proposec sizes of marine railway to transfer kh, 88 and 132 vessels
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respectively; resulting in values of jC, 1672 and 2508 as bl

craft each of the three facilities could have : . e days

the year ] ' .

For calcilatr on;: involving the limits of 2 ) vessels

per day as shovn in colurns I, J, K and L of Table IT, it is assumed that

the practical limit of normal chamber loading of the large lock is abovt

5 ' vcs8ols per cycle. The :• unit or of required cycles of the lar : :e loch was

then calculated; roundi f to the next largest even number of cycles;

the time required to complete these cycles computed (at 0. 1 hours per

Le); and this required [ultiplied by the assumed rates of tra

flow over our proposed facilities of 12, 2k and 3 f vessels per ;
.

ber of vessels per day that could thus be diverted are shown in coin:

D of Table lS, and the actual number of craft that we may assur.e capable

/ersion at varying traffic flows during the nast -arr are shown

in col' as J of this table.

of Table 17 is listed the est

years on which nore t\a- vessels parsed through the lare loc

' is lis the actual r r±ssels thst par"- at

lock on eacr hes b. or these day -r of vessels that

would have been diverted to our proposed fa is calculated by total-

e act-..'
'

^er of vessels that pass*

ten 103 - dental traff i each :

J ay over i

vessels per cycle ass er loan: ro':mi :

. ' ' per c by the

' o' r proposed facilit All et
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of Table 13 are then totaled and the results recorded in Table 20,
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